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I, IMTaODUCTION 
G-raphltlzatloa or raalleabilization of T»hlte cast Iron was 
discovered quit® seeWeatally by Beth Boyden in Mewark, New 
Jersey, In 10S6, #iile atteapting to use Reaumur's method for 
obtaining w1ilte*heart malleable cast Iron* The success of his 
diBCoTery lay in the fact that American pig-iron was low in 
ailfur aM hi^ in mangaaese contant. Sinoa the discovery was 
not the result of a lofi-ioal metallurgioal developiaent and since 
laueh of the work on malleable east iron was done at a time when 
analysis of iron was unusual, it cm b© readily understood that 
there were many misconceptions as to the proper method of manu­
facture, 
Though the art of making malleable cast iron has develop­
ed a great deal since the time of ..veauiaur and oeth Boyden, there 
had been very little theoretical work done on this subject before 
1920, Sine© this tlrae, many investigators, especially in Japan 
and liaerica, have been obtaining results that would lead to a 
logical explanation ctf graph!tization. 
In 19E3, Dr* Anson Hayes, Professor of Physical Chemistry 
at I»a State College, began a very intensive prog-ram to invesfci-
gat® the factors which influence the rate of aalleabilizatlon, 
as well as the properties of the annealed specimens. After the 
discovery of a shortened annealing cycle, it becaia© evident 
that, by changing the coraposition, even a more rapid cycle .rait.'ht 
be obtained. This work of Dr. Hayes led his succest;or. 
Dr, W-. S, Jennings, Jr. to begin InTostigations with alloy oast 
iross. 
The purpose of the investigation reported in this paper 
was to ascertaia the CjUantltatiT© effects of manganese and 
variotis eoabinations of manganese and tungsten on the decomposi­
tion of iron carliide, PeaC, in comraereial white east iron* 
It was desiaed insdTi sable to attenpt to oarry the fraphltlza-
tion throufh the secoad stage for the following: reasons: 
(l) Many hours in the oase of a great number of the alloys were 
required to ooiaplete the first stage of graphitization. (s) In 
general the second stage requirss mor© tli'te than the first. 
(3} Manganese heoaase of its effect upon the critical points 
would necessitate the use of a lo?.*er annealing tKiperature. 
A rather careful survey of the literature on the effects of 
alloying 0le:i'.neats in general and the effects of physical factors 
on the rates of graph it i2st ion has been nmde in order to disoiss 
theory in conforraity with the facts herein recorded, as well as 
thos0 obtained by some other investigators, aome articles, which, 
without doubt, ar« extreraely important, were not read because of 
their inaccessibility. Most of these articles are published in 
Jour.ri^.s that haire not been located in this country. 
II. K2VIEW OF ... LiTn;H;,?Uia!: 
A, OolistitutioE of Austanite 
Before explaining or uaderstaadliig the process of graphiti-
zation, it is logical that the structure of white east iron be 
kaowa. It is concedes that, at a teaperatur© abo^e the 
entical point and below the eatsctie, it is composed of two 
phases, Gsaiely# eementite and austenite. Gemantite generally 
applies to the iron earbide ?ihicb. appears "free" or in a separate 
phase. It may slso be sailed "masslv®** cementite to differentiate 
it frois that cementite which occurs in the eutectoid siixture. The 
teni,. cesentite, however, has recently been expanded to apply to 
a single phase which may not only contain iron carbide but other 
carbides as well* The deflriitloas of eeaentite are in universal 
agreement, while those of autstenite, at least in some cases, are 
widely different* 
llany suthors of text books in raetallography define aust®, ite 
8S a solid solution of iron carbide in gaiaraa-'iron, while others 
state that it is either a solid solution of carbon or iron car­
bide in gmain«-iron, and still othf-rs regard it as a ;volid solu-^ 
tlon of free, atomleally dispersed carbon in gartiaa-iron, Accord-
4 
lag to Braaley and Lord the latter theory is untenable. They 
state that when an austenitic solution is cooled, for every gram 
raoleoule of iron carbide deposited at the Ar^ point there are 
7000 calories of heat evolved in addition to that given out by 
the iron fluring its transition froia the garraaa- to the alpha-state. 
On the assumption tiiat austeriite is a solution of carbon in 
iron, this would represent the heat of for^nation of iron earbide 
frc® Its elements,, and iron carbide, FegC, would be an exotherraic 
oompouafl,.^ Bramley .etnd Lord,, in the abov© eited article, five a 
list of inirestigators, of whom all of the more recent ones have 
found iron carbide to be erxdotheriaic, Gonseqaently, it luay be 
conoluded that austeaite probably ean not be a solution of just 
•carbon in geiaoa-iroii. 
Ifan't iioff*s Law connecting the freezing point of a solvent 
with the coEoeatration of a soluts has been applied by Brgunley, 
4: 
according to Braxaley and Lord * to the depression of the critical 
points as found in the iron-carbon systera. Assuming that austmite 
is Fq^C in gaMia-iroa, he obt£;in®d results Aich are in close agree 
meat with those obtained experiraentally, "while in making the 
assumption that austeaite 1B carbon in gaiaraa-iron, the calculated 
loci are considerably higher. I^hey* therefore, conclude that 
austenite must contain more iron carbide tlien carbon. 
In their experimental work, they show concluaiv^ly that the 
carbon content of the steel affacts the concentrstion of a CQ-COa 
Diixture waich is in ©quillbriuia with a specific steel at a 
definite teiriperature. The follo?/iag equation may be used in the 
explanation! 
GO, Cel + c (g) » 2 CO (g) 
Thus if the relative amounts of CO, and GO are to shift, the rela­
tive aisoant of carbon in the gaseous forra laust also change,. This 
change in the amount (£ gaseous carbon can come only from the steel 
since t'ne composition of the mixture remains constant if the 
8te©l Is abseat. It is logioejl to assume that austenite contains 
earbon, as well as iron oarbide, which exerts a definite pressure 
at a specific ooacentratioa ancl a definite temperature. There­
fore, it follows that there Is aii equllibriura between the two 
phases» 
C (gas) -» G (dissolved) 
Finally, frvom the paper of Bramley and Lord, it ::;iay be concluded 
that austenit© is a solution of buth carbon end iron carbide in 
gaiaiaa-iron. 
24 J e f f r i e s  and Archer maintain that it is iraoossible for 
molecules of Fe^G to laigrate through the solid solution because 
of their being larger than the gaiama-iron space lattice, and 
consequently the^ define austenite as a solution of carbon in 
13 garaaa*iroE. On the other hand.^ Pry has shomi thet FeSi and 
FegP which, in a manner, are sirailor to FejO as to the size of 
the laolecules, do diffuse in gaiwaa^^iron. Accordingly the con­
tention of the foriaer can not be accepted as concXusive evidence 
as to ttie constitution austenite, 
Schwartz and eo-worfcers ha¥e defined two solid solutions, 
which are in equillbriuia, to explain graphitization, Austenite 
is regarded as a solution of FegC in garama-iron. To facilitate 
th© explanation of the process they have poatulatod the exis-
tenee of another solid solution in vAich carbon is dissolved 
in g.aiama-irori. To this new solution they have- fiven the name 
boyclenite. The ©xistene© of such a solution must necessarily 
aean that there are three jiistiact pliases in white cast iron In 
tlie malleabillzation range of temperature, v/hich is contrarj- to 
the belief of raost inirestigators viho assume only two phases. 
Reeapitulatlng, it may be said that the evidence jtist 
suai'ttsrlzed leads to the ae0eptance of austenxte as a solid solu-
tloa in which garaEia-iroa la the solvent and carbon and ircn car­
bide are ths solute®,. 
B, Mechanlsro. of Graph!tization 
.Sxpariiaentallyj ishite east iron of the oo:vi;i..erciel variety 
eontainlng two phases in the critical range, namely, austenite end 
ceiaeiitite, is converted by prolonged heating into a partially 
malleable cast iron which, at those temperauuras, consists of 
austenite and tsEiper carbon. Thus, the net result is th&t the 
**raa8sive'' or "^free" cementite phase disappears and a new phase, 
graphite, appears. This decomposition of the ceraentite may take 
place in one of two ways: (1) It may decorfspose directly. (2) It 
may dissolve in the austenite from which temper carbon simul­
taneously precipitates. 
In order to accept the foraier view, it is necessary to 
establish the fact that Fea^, in itself, is unstable at the 
temperature at whioh the docomposi tlon takes placa. T'e litera­
ture contains mmy conflicting stftteiaents concerning the stabil­
ity of iron carbide and its heat of formation at t©riperalures 
below the solloificatioii range. 
- 10 .  
51 Uptott takes the ¥iew that iron carbide, in itself is not 
unstable, bat that it is metastable In iron-carbon alloys con-
tainiog impurities, especially silicon, lie proposes that the 
earbon solubility line., when, corrected for the effect of silicon, 
almost if not exactly coincides filth the iron carbide solubility 
line* He Quotes Benedicks to the effect that the t??o systems, 
iron-Garboii and iron-iron carbicie coincide at least down to 80Q°G. 
44 Schwartz, i-*'ayna and Gorton , using an alloy cor.taining 0,05 
per cent silicon, about 5,5 per cent earbon, and a few hundredths 
of a per cent of laaagaiese, phosphorus, tiid sulfur,, found that 
they could not obtain ooraplete'laalleabilization, iJven after 
two anneals followed by 400 hours of heat treating, near 70G®G., 
0,9 to 1,0 per cent cojabined carbon remained. They also 
suggest thst, in the absence of silicon, the eutect.^id paints 
of the stable and metastable systems coincide, Svans and 
10 iiayes , on the other hand, working in this laboratovy, have 
founa that ffeaC, in pure iron-carbon alloys, is :Tietaatable at 
800 and 9Z7''G, in the presence of 00 and GO, at a pressure of 
10 
five atmospheres, l^vans and ixayes quote Monda as stating 
that pure tron-carbon alloys vdll not graphitize bslov/ 9.>0®G. 
fhey also report that Schwartz has held a sample at 900®G. for 
over 2u00 hours "Vfith no indications of graphitisation, l-axwell 
E9 
and Hayes , by the calculation of free energy data from 
eqailibrium reactions In-volvlng GO and COa, have found that FeaG 
is metastable at 650 and 700®o, in pi'actieally pure ii-on-carbon 
alloys. 
fhes® conflicting stateraents may be accounted for by the 
fact that the various investigators in no case used absolutely-
pure IroB-carbon rlloys. It is, ho-weTer, ratlier safe to con­
clude ' rom the above facts that F©stO, in its(::lf is stable even 
though it Biay be me testable ia pure iron-carbon alloys, and that 
fegfl does not decompose directly in tlie process of malloabiliza-
tlon or, if it does# it is aa extx'eiaely slow reaction,. Yet, the 
fact that Ghevanari «nd i?ortevia accidentally discovered that a 
steel conteiairig 1^.6 per cent carbon, 0.E8 per cent silicon and 
0»16 per cent raanganese may be graphitized at 575®G. by pi*olontr,ed 
heating should not be overlooked. This temperature is definitely 
known to be below the critical rang© for this type of steel ond 
for this reason f'eaS may d©coiipose directly* Mellor, in summine 
up the work of several invest! rat ore on the solubility of carbon 
in iron, states that probably a few hundredths of a per cont 
cerbon dissolve in iron et some temperature very much lower than 
th© eutectoid,. So again, the graphitlEation of the sample of 
eteel by Portevin and Cheveaard may have taken place by passing 
through the solid solution process. 
The most prominent theories of graphitizBtion, soiae of 
25 41 
which have bean propose^d by Kikuta , Schwartz , Shotton and 
46 17 
Hall ,0 and xia/es, iiiederichs and Dunlap agree in that the FejC, 
at least in ooiai'aercial white cast iron, dissolves in tho austenite 
and is subsequently precipitated as temper ©aro >n. This reason­
ing seem logical ?#hen it is realized that many investigators 
have suggested tiia.t the solubility of cevientite Ln ea™Ja«irDn 
is greater than that of Oarboji. 'Jhe proponents of the above men-
tioaed theories oontinu© hy assunlag; that, aftsr all of the 
massive eean.-.-mtit® has l^en dissolved in the solid solution with 
siinultaaeous prcjoipitation of carbon, subsequent cooling eauses 
further prccipltatiaa of carbon, due to its decreased solubility 
as the teraperature decreases. At this point, some of the 
theories apparently evade the issue and fail to explain axoctly 
what takes place upon abandoning the oritieel nrnfe, iiayes, 
Diederichs and Dunlap, however, iive a rather defirilte i;ad 
concise sciieae by which the completion of grephitization may 
take place. Aoeording to them, carbon continues to sepcrate on 
cooling frow, the naxirum anaeallhg tanperature until the carbon 
solubility line (hereafter called Atm linoJ intersects eithar 
the A3 or the ^^3,^ lino. On further cooling, if sufficient 
time is allowed, ferrlte arid tcaper oerbon will precipitate 
simultaneoisly at the stable eutectold, With this very slow 
cooling ooraplctely malleabilized cast iron is produc.::d. In case 
the cooling is a little more rapid, fer:rite will precipitate 
around the carbon spots follo?;iag the Aa,s line until the, meta-
stable eutectoid is reached, at "?hich point peariite will forra. 
22 
< iioada"' raainttilns that graphite doss not forn fror.i the 
deeosipositioa of iron c:;rbide by the equation, 
JfegC * 3 -S'e + Q, 
but that it forms as a result of a catalytic acti '^n of f ases, 
such as carbon monoxide, carbon dioxia.o, or both. He proposas 
no definite -imehmim., but assumes that carbon dioxide reacts 
with eeaentit© according to the equation, 
F©aC * COg « S GO + 3 Fe. 
Tile oarboa monoiide forioedj because of the diseppoarance of 
cartoon dioxide, as illustrated abovfs, dissociat :s by the equation, 
2 CO « COa + C, 
to repsx3duee th& dioiicie, which again reacts 'vith ceaentite. 
Therefore, a siaall amount of carbon monoxide or carbon dioxide 
is sufficisnt to initiate and. corLtiaue the cycle until all 
Gt5}«entlte is exhausted.-
23 Honda and Murakaini believe that in pur© iron-carbon 
alloys grap111tizalion is, oaueed by the decoiaposit ion of the 
Ofa-aentite solidified during the process of coo ling froin the melt, 
They cite, aa evidence, the fact thet specimens previously cooled 
from above 1300®C, did not graphitiEe by remelting and cooling 
© from any ratur© abo^^e 115C G. fiiis fact is explained on 
the basis +-hat the gases were almost coiapletely expelled during 
the previous heat treatment, fhey also faind that, when thid 
Sample is remelted, the presence or absonce of graphite in the 
speciiien does not affect g^aphitization, which indlcatos that 
graphite can not be a product directly separated frori the melt. 
In explaininf; the fact that precuenchod wliita east irons 
graphitize more readily than the unannealed speciruon, Saito and 
.iawaJHura advance the view that, due to the great increase in 
volttBie ia th© anstenite-MJrtensite transferlaation, the cementite 
of the original simple is, ia a manner, shattered into siaaller 
particles which present a very rouch greater surface for reaction. 
14 -
Th©y state that the grapiilti^ation of those fragmontal free 
eemeatltes rmst mm the iireet decomposition of free iron car­
bide# 
From this reiriew, it is evidant that, in certain white 
oast irons, ementite is metastable. Whether it will decompose 
of its own accord without toing tlii-ouffx a ser;es of reactions, 
as may t&ke place in austenite, is still i.i X j i .  rX olve-d problem# 
G, General Jiffects of Alloying 
Sl-sments on Graphitination 
Of the m m j  factors that play an important role in proraot-
lag or retarding graphitizatioa, the ©ffaot of addition elsnents 
is perhaps the .most pronounced,, with the possible exception of 
the effect of temperature. The ele;-ents,, on entering: white cast 
iron, take various raoleoular forms. It is generally believed 
that those elost# which form carbides nore stable then iron 
carbide tend to delay the decomposition of the latter, while those 
that form eithcsr no carbides or carbides which are less stable 
then that of iron tend to promote the decomposition# 
20 
Henderson , from the work of Schwartz and Ouiler, reports 
the following elements as havinf;: a positive deleterious effect 
on trie process of malleabilizationJ 
an t i raony ch r o a i um t e 11 u r i um 
boron Liolybdenua tin 
ceriuiB seleainia 
The ceriaa was irapare.,, having assoeiat-d with it lanthanum, 
neofiyiiiium, and praseodjaiura# 
On invest!rating the effect of molybdenum and chroniom, 
Henderson finds that both elements decidedly retard graphitiza-
trlon. He reports that the degree of completion of t'ae second 
stage Is practically neglif-ible for a cast iron containing 5 
per cent molybdeiiura over ai'i interval of 25S hours, Ch;'o?aiura 
above one per cent is reported as coiapletely stopping grayhitiza-
IS 
tlon. Likewise, ?oullc8 observ^id that chroTnium favors carbide 
formation, and heace has a pernicicuis effect on graphitization. 
Using the :1,ilatometric raethod, iJawamura obtaiJiBd qualita­
tive rtssults whicli are aiiaraarized in the follovang table: 
Table I 
s ? 
0 
9 llffiaent 0 0 Effect on Graph!tization 
1 
? silicon # 0 promotes very strongly 
0 
9 aluiainsja 0 0 promote.s .strongly 
% nickel 0 0 proaiot iS sti'on^'ly 
«> 
• copper 0 0 proraot(3s moder ate ly 
# 
• cobalt 0 0 proTnotes slightly 
S .gold 0 '* proHiotes si i^tly 
0 
# platinum 0 0 promotes slightly 
0 
# phosphorus : promotes moderately 
t tungsten 0 0 retards slightly 
0 
0 molybdemaa 0 0 retards slightly 
s vail adium 0 0 retards strongly 
: nancanese • retards very stronf.ly 
• 
» sulfur • • retards very stroayly 
0 
m chromium • 0 retards vex^y atrontly 
t 
Many of the above results have beea checked q,uaiiuitativsly 
in this laboratory, The work of iienderson and Foulke have al-
S6 
ready been referred to.. In addition, Lykken , working with 
26 
ooppor alloys, and Lett » working with cobalt, find that each 
16 -
of these elements sli^tly promotes traphitizatlon. The writer 
has ooiifinaed th© results of Table I. pertaining to tungsten and 
mangaiies®. 
In his discussion of the offeat of silicon, Sawamura points 
out that the beglrifiing and end teraperatures of grephitization 
iesesnd rapidly at first, and then more alowly as the silicon 
content Is increased. Oarboa has a similar but hardly as pro-
aouncsd effect as silicon in lowering the beginning temperature, 
Aluainum haa a faTorable effect wldbh reaches a Maxiiaura in 
white C8st iron oontaining 3*45 per cent carbon at u,5 per cent, 
and in iron containing 1,8 per cent carbon at 1.5 per cent. On 
further increasing the percentage of this element little effect 
is obtained. When the sluminum contcnt Is increased to 2 per 
cent a oarboa 'o«talnlng constituent befins to forin and Increases 
in amount as the element is added until cifht per cont aluitiinum 
is reached. At this point, the cemoatite, .•shieh decreases in 
amount as the other carbon containing constituent increases, 
disappears completely in the alloys as' cast. Thus, sinea the 
carbon containing constituent is stable, even at very high 
temperature®, and since no oementite is present, it is impossible 
fco graohltize a saaple containing this amount of aluminum. 
Sawajaiara points out that the type of cryntal lattice of the 
alloyiag. eleiaent may have .Biuch to do with the effect that is 
produced, Alumini^, nickel, cobalt, copper, gold, e^nd platinura 
are face<-centered and favor grepuitization. On the other hand, 
chr^yraiua, ifanadlum, tungsten, a -d laolybdenuifij^ which have a 
17 -
body-centered lattice, have an mafaTorable effect. 
la regard to -Sie effeet of cobalt, the literature seems to 
39 26 
be soiaswbat contradictory. While t^awaiaura and Lett find 
14 
that cobalt Ims a fa-vorable influence, H. C, Good states that 
2 it proiiotes the form tlon of carbifles. Bauer and i^lwowarsky 
support the '^iew of Good In believing that cobalt tends to pre­
vent the precipitation of graphite, and consequently aids in the 
formation of carbides# 
41 Sohwarta finds- tliat silieori, nickel, altuaiaum, titanium, 
zircorilam, and urenium hare a favorable effect upon graphitizati on, 
f/lille chromium, mangaaase, sulfur, antifflony,. seleuiuia, and 
tellnriJim distinctly interfeTO vilth the process. Ite states that 
tin, and ceriuia Including: th& rare earths may hinder graphitiza-
tion* He lists columbius, platinuci, tungsten, galliuia, palladium, 
and tantalum as elements which have no raeasuroble effects. His 
result concerning tungsten certainly is not in agreerriont mith. 
that obtained by Sawamura nor ttuit obtained by the writer who 
finds that tungsten, though the effect is slight, does retard 
graphitization , 
The QuantitatiT© effects of silicon, carbon, manganese, 
S5 
sulfur, and phosphorus have been determined by Kikuta . Acccrd-
ing to his data, silicon has a very st;rong promoting effect upon 
both the first and second stagos of graphitization; carbon has a 
greater effect on th© second stage than silicon, although it 
hardly affects the first stage; sulfur has a retardii-ig effect 
upon Poth stages, though the effect an the second stage is more 
- 10 -
outstandingl phosphorus assists graphltlzation in the first stage., 
but its content should not exceed 0,6 per cent If the process is 
to Id© eaiTled thi'ouch the secoiid stag;'.-. Kikuta's ^-/ork on ni8,n-
gaaese will be discussed in detail later in tnic paper. 
The writer has nade no atteiapt to r::vl e\v all of the litera-
tui'o coaoerning tha efffjcts of the irariona olsrrients, but is 
iaaraly reporting soi/ie iaformatioa, which may facilitate theoris­
ing in a latter portion of tliis paper, that was Incidentally 
found while searching for data on the effects proclucwd "by 
iaaagaxiose and tunirsteri. 
D» Influence of Various Gases and i'acIcing 
Mediuras on t;he hates of Graphitiaation 
The Investigati on of the effects of trerious gases on the 
rates of grapiiltlegation of white east iron has just reci-ntly 
attracted attention. The effects of such gases as carbon 
inonoxicle anti carbon dlo>dde, ho?jever, ha?o b en observv:d by 
different experimenters for the past decade. Some thoories of 
eraphitization depend on the assuraption that these t':o £:oses act 
as carbon carriers. Such assumption would naturally lead to the 
in-?eatig&tion of thcsir influence, as well as the ir.riuence of 
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other gases, Hsyiss and Scott showv-;:^ Witt graphitization was 
accelerated in the presence of a carbon monoxide-carbon dioxide 
rriizture under increased pressure... 
The effect of oxygen presents a rather peculiar problem. 
It causes graph!tization to proceed with an increased readiness. 
- l e ­
ss 
aoeordiag to Honda and Kurakami , when it is previously intro­
duced into the molten laetal la the^ gaseous forrn. It has been 
3u 
shown, however,, by Katsubara by a study of gas equilibria that 
is more easily prepared from FejOathan. from Fe. He also 
denionst3?ate4 thf-t FegC is stable toward oarbon in an oxide bearing 
metal aad hence, obviaisly, stable toward itself. This apparent 
contraMotion niay be explained by t,h.e assumption, that in the 
foriaar case the oxygen is present as a gas and furnishes a. raediura 
for the ffiifration of oarbon in the form of carbon monoxide or 
earbon dioxliSe, an4 that In the latter case the FeaOa is present 
in the solid phase and shifts the aquilibriuja diagraia in such a 
manner that ?egC is .more stable, 
The eff€?Gts of s6?;Tal gases on the graphitization of a 
east iron containing 2*48 per cent carbon, 1.02 per cent silicon 
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and 0,,19 per cent Bsangfinese has been raported by iJaivamura . A 
table of his data follo??s* 
Table II 
• 
• 
0 
« 
» • 
* 
• Oas * « Tempt* • Tiiae (hours) Carbon loss ; 
t 
• vacuo 
# 
# 
: 975®C. 
• 
»• 
• 
• 1.5 0 ; 
• 
« hydrogen : 975®C. I 10 • X w.315^ : 
0.19^ : t araiaoiiia « « 975®G» • * 10 + X 
• 
-• me th ane • 975°C» » • lu X o.iefb : 
t nit 9?5®C.. 0 0 1.83 very little : 
• 
• s 9?5«C, « » -  Z  +  _ - - - : 
i carbon monox­ « 1 • • 
* 
• ide • •» • « * 3.16 ; 
« 
» carbon disMd® • 4F 975''G, 0 * 1.5 0,-44^ : 
s air « « 975°G. • # 1.83 o,4:2fo :: 
i « # # • • « 
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Water rapor liiterr©r©-S sligjitly whoa it is in an atiaosphere of 
iiitrog@ii* Mo ©zplenatloa for tlae effects of gases was revealed 
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in the above mentioned article* Tiiere is a previous article , 
which was inaccessible^ in which iJawamra may have discussea the 
theory eonneeted with the ©ffeets of various gases. 
In regard to the effect of packing xaaterials upon graphitiza-
tion Sasaraura reports thirt, {if the process takes place faster 
when the speeiraen is packed in various iron oxides end oxides of 
other metals than when packed In silica sand, {2) roll raill 
scale hsa an acceleration over silica sand., tmrl (3) various carbon­
ates., s.uch as bariuia carbonate and aoleraite, have an accelorat-
iag iiaflueaae* 
S, Some Pliysieal ^actors which 
Iffeet Graphitizetlon 
a. Annealing Temperature 
Beferonce has already becia aede to the fact that tempr-.ra-
ture is one of the laost important factors tc, be considered in 
graph!tlaatioa of white cast iron* Increasing temperature has a 
2o 
very marked favorable affect# ilikuta gives the following data 
in support of this fact* 
fable III 
s • • • '  
t  t  Q i f > )  3 i { ^ )  Mn(^} Si«) 
I Analysis of saiople i Z,m 1.02 '0.31 0.034 C.1E6 
S iinnealing t6::*p©ratur© S ti7Q®0. !siOS®G, Qu5 
5 Time require-;! for the ? 
t coiiipletioE of the. first i 
% stage of erapfaitigatioa ; 9 hrs* 4»5. hrs. a.5 hrs.# 
Thus, it ia seen that rai;;;ine the iar-porature 35'^G» Just aboit 
doubles til® speed v^ith Yfhlcli tlie graphltization proceeds. These 
data siiow that, ia order to iiave consistent and corapa.rfible results 
the tesaperatur© at which graphitination tckes place must be 
aoeurately kncmn* This factor may account for the fact that the 
results of soiae iiwestigators appear aaomolous.. 
b. Tapping Temperature 
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Honda ani Murakami , in a aeries of fifteexx experiments, 
showed that the higher the tapping tempera tare the longer was the 
time necessary for graph!tlnation. They explained this phenorae-
non on the baa is that the solubility of the carbssn-carrying 
gases, cOTboa raonoxifie and carbon dioaiide, dirainished with in­
creasing temperature until finally they were practically insoluble 
fio graph! ti Eat ion took place in a saniple that had been heated at 
1300 G» for ten minutes. Kikuta*s explan- tion of the effect of 
temperature agrees with that of the formsr .mentioned invest.!ga­
tors. A table of his data, which shows the quantitative effect 
of the tapping temperature follows? 
Table IV 
1 '  ^  ^ ~7  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^ 7 T 
I » O i % }  Q X i f o )  MaC^j ^(/!>} -^(^i i  
s • ' 1 ; 
t Analysis i S.70 u.gs 0,3>^ 0.wl8 -^.111 : 
» 'Tappinr- teaperature t (®G} 13wO 1350 14u0 14S0 1500 1550 : 
s Time (hours) requirsds '  
to eoriplete the firsts J 
I stag© at 925°C« t 5 5.5 6.33 7 8 0.33 I 
I t 
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c. Bate of Goolliir of Castiiie 
It is geaerallj know tliat the rate of graphitlzatlon at 
eoQstaiit temparatttre fariea directly as the rate of cooling- of 
the easting previous to annealing. Many Invest!-..ations, a 
greater part of which have heen qualitative, have been made on 
the effect of this factor. Hotably among the quantitative in-
43 
veatlgatars are Schwartz, Johnson and Junge ; ^iaito and 
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t?awamara |  and ilikuta * iiome of the date of Kikuta are repro­
duced in Table ¥ and some of that of ^^aito and. Savta-'-'.ux'a in 
fable YI., 
Table 'y 
# 
Mo, of speelaen t Qj^l Si(^} Mni%) Sj^) Hi) 
t 5 
I 6 
• f emW) re t ur e of 
J Eould ( C) 
s Ti-fae Chrs*) for 
t coraplete gvi- _)hi« 
t tlzation at ix'o.5 
S.47 
3,56 
Green 
sand 
I §25®C,, -o ,6  
1.07 
U,99 
Dry 
sand 
6 
8 
0.30 
0.19 
400 
7.5 
0,018 
u,u28 
600 
9 
11.33 
0.117 
0.137 
8aO 
9.53 
1000 
lu 
15.33 
Taole 11 
*• » 
I Comaoaitlon i 'riiae (aours) to complete first star^" at 95w°G 
F~'irr^J™~T"'Sis' as cast V\,uench8d fro^u eso^c. 
I in water (24 U.) 
* 
t 
I S..4Ci 
S 
I 
s 
u.» 7© 
0 9 80 
1.00 
1,30 
13 
11 
6 
3 1/6 
3 1/3 
2 2/S 
1 1/2 
2/3 
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Soiiwartz, -Johnson and Junge found that cast iron which 
O' had been prsqaeached from. 800 G.. gr-apliitizes so quickly that it 
Is alraost liapossible to determine the time necessary for its 
coiapletion. Xt is obvious that this diffieultj of measuring 
the time is due to the inadequacy of the microscopic inethod 
for saoasuriag th© tliae for graph it izat ion when that time is vary 
short# The iiletoiaetric wethod is oertalrdy to he recoi'iraoaded 
for sajapleswhioh malleebilia© so rapidly. The above investig;a« 
tore state that they obtained data which so closely agreed with 
that of Saisaffliira that they did not publish it» 
Frequeached white cast iron, after being graphitized shows 
smaller nodules of oarboa than those found in the normally cooled 
speciffi8ns'» I'his phenomeaon is, with little doubt, due to the 
refiae/fient of the grain structure on quenching. 
i'» Cast Iron Containing Mancanese 
A search of the literature reveals that many contributions 
haye been made concerning the effect of manganese on the graphiti-
zation of vhite cast ircm. Much of this work has been of a 
cpalitatlve nature, llie quantitative data mhich have been ob­
tained were for specimens containing, relatively low pereentages 
of laangeaesQ* Mo complete investigation has been made with a 
east iron containing-, more than 8,11 per cent manganecs. 
fhe researches which have been done with these lov/er per­
centages of raanganes© reveal that imngaaese not mly affects 
the rate of decomposition of the iron carbide, Fe^G, but it also 
- S4 -
lias a deetructiTe effect on any iroa sulfide, FeS, that may be 
present, converting it to maiigaaese sulfide, MnS. As shown by 
21 
Hoelscher , iron sulfide has aa extremely laarked deleterious 
influenrje on the rate of graph!tlzation, itiile raanganese sulfide 
appears to haire little or no effect. The difference in the effects 
of the two corapounds may be explained on the basis of the differeiice 
27 la their melting points. Levy believws that iron sulfide foiias 
filais which envelop the grtiins of eementite, and consequently, 
because of their opposition to the expansion that accompanies 
graphitlsiation, they retard the process. Manganese sulfide, on 
the other hand, forms little globules -rtiieh are eiabedded in the 
matrix, &n<i therefore ha^e but little effoct on the process. From 
the foregoing citations, it is obvious that, in correlating the 
aTailable data, the effect of nengenese on the rale of deco'mposi-
tion of iron carbide can not bs predicted unless iron sulfide be 
praeticelly absent or its effect duly congiidered. 
Since manganese-, when pres.nt as manganese CGrbide, retards 
graphltlzation very notedly and since manganese sulfide has little 
effect, the addition of a definite amount of sulfur will correct 
for the effect of laanganese. Conversely, manganese may be added 
to correct for the harimful effect proclucod by sulfur when in 
the for® of FeS, Evidaatly there must be some optimum ratio of 
jQangaaese to sulfur. Hoelscher found that this ratio should 
be 4.6 for east iron containing S.lu per cent carbon and 5.4 
for that containing 2»40 per cent carbon. Hoelscher quotes 
Gilraore as stating that the n/S should neirer be below 1.7 if 
- E5 « 
55 gooi malleablia iron, is to be obto',nad. Yesioniciljian states 
**the optiiauia pereentags of manganese to bal-u'iee the effect 
of sulfur in retarding graph!tlzation is abjut twice the per 
oent of sulfur plus 0«15 per cent raanganeae. This value is 
lower for hign silicon alloys"* The higjiest porcentage of 
Hiaaeanese in anj of the alloys that Ymenidijian used was 0,66, 
while the raaxiaum In those of Hoelscher was 0,397* 
On thts assiJiption that there is saoueh laanganese to balance 
the effect of the sulfur, any additional manganese will react 
with iron carbide by the equation, 
Fe^C + 3 Mn « Mn^C + 3 Fe. 
The manganese carbide thus foitaed will remain in solid solution 
with the iron cerbida., 'Rils dementite is by ao ordinary raeans 
distinguishable from S'eaC eeraentite.. Manganese, in pure iron-
carbon alloys, tends to increase the stability of ceraentite, 
lowers the temperature of prixaary solidification and lowers the 
9 16 
eutectic temperature slightly « G-uillet states th;'t manganese 
fonas a double carbide which prevents graphitization. Manganese-' 
iron-cerbon alloys containing more than 0,8 per cent .manganese 
33 
are very brittle, Osann says that this defect can be removed 
by very slow cooling. In invosr.igating the manganese-carbon 
47 
system, dtadeler found that inangeneae would absorb 3.6 per cent 
carbon at 1450®C'« in one hour and 6..72 per cent at SuOO®C. in the 
same lea^th of tiiac. He verified the beliaf thct Mn»0 is brittle 
by i^aiaersing the hot alloys in water. Those which containod more 
than three per Ccsrit carbon iaaaedlately fell to pieces. 
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According to a curre, constructed or reproduced from the 
a 
4ata of Sawarmira by Coyle , manganese,, as well as carbide form­
ing ale:;a>rit8 in geasral, raises the temperature of beginning 
graphitlz,ation» FroH this curv© it may be riotod that when the 
jsanganes® eoatent exceeds 3,5 per cent the' temperature of 
begioning grephitizatioa exceeds 1800*'F« The writer had no 
liatisual difficulty in completely deeoraposing the free ceraentite 
in a oast iron containing: 5 per c.-^nt laanganese at 17w0'"if. This 
apparent conflict may be explained by the fact that ;iawai"aura 
profxressiTely iacreased the temperature while the writer experi-
manted at a constejit t laperature. 
The effect of manganese in retarding graphitization in the 
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first stage is well shown by the following data of Kikute : 
Table YIl 
sMo, 
# 
• 
Speciiaen * 2(?5), Si(l) fen t/i'} 
Tiine for first: 
stap;e at 935°C: 
«' 
t 
i 
t 
4? 1.15 O.Sg 0.026 0.126 
• 
5 hrs. ; 
40 2«51 1,15 0.46 0 »>J 33 0.1E7 5 1/2 hrs.: 
t 41 2.61 1.20 1.02 0.033 0.130 
0 
7 hrs. : 
# 
« 
« 42 2.64 1.12 1.26 0,024 U.136 
« 
8 hrs. t 
«r 
• tt 43 g.e4 1.15 1.81 0.013 0.134 
• 
13 hrs. : 
« 
» 44 2.713 1.15 2. 11 0.0 S2 0.128 
m 
22. hrs. ; 
% 
I 45 2.66 1.11 3.16 U.QIS 0.133 25 + A : 
• 
• 
Sample So, 45 suffered ao graphitissatioa aft-r being heated for 
35 hours at 9S5®0« 
\ 
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Hayes and Flanders found that aaanganese is muoh more 
effeatlve at low tlum at iiigh teraperatures. 
(i.. Gast Iron Containing fungsten 
The effeet of tungsten upon g.raphitization in Miite cast 
iron has not been so carefully pursued as has the effect of 
manganese# A survey of the literatUT'e has revealf.3d nothing more 
than qjialitative data which are very rauoh in disa>-reeiient. 
8 
Coyle olesses tungsten, along with nickel, aluminum, 
titanitM, and oopper, as graphitiaing elements stati:if that, 
*"rhe0e elemfints cause canentite to decompose into graphite and 
41 
pearlite arid oossibly sorae forrite", Schwartz lists tungsten 
\fith columbim, platinum, callliffii, palladium ; nd tantalum as 
eleiaents which have no measurable effoet. in contradict ion to 
these two viOTs,, Bawaaura proposes that tungsten retards 
graphltiaation eilthougji the effect is sliftit. 
fhe system involving tungsten may be expected to be raore 
complicated than that of iaanfe?anese because it contains raany laore 
34 
molecular speclos. According to Persoz , tungsten r.oes into 
cemeatite foraing a Y&ry stable coraplex carbide Pith irof, Sisco 
states that tungsten reacts with both iron and carbon to form 
Complexes whose general formula may be ryproscntod as ^ ''e»C,y ;.C. 
He concludes that it is rather certain that WO exists in tungsten 
cast iron, end that there are also probalsly such corapourids as 
i''0sW and FegW present. In i-orking with the tunfsten-carbon 
system., Beoker* concluded that forms end is stable up to 
- as -
X90O®G, at whioti tamperalur© it decomposes into and C, 
•4:0 Using the dilatoraetrio and magnetic methods, Takeda has 
detex-rained the equilibrium dlagreiii of uhe tungston-cerbon -iron 
systein. He finds that, in this systeia, there are two equilibrium 
diagrams*. The Pe-0*i'C is the stable system, while vhe 
ssrstea is raetastabl©. The Q -"-phase is a tei'nary solid solution 
compQsad chiefly of Fe»G which deconposes on aririealing to graphite 
and iron. The -phase is also a ternary solid solution consist-
lag mainly of a double carbtd:;,, Fag«aGj. which docompos^s into 
WC and i''e. The excess tuiigsteii pi'obably unites wi t;h cartoon frora 
the to form more 
D«.e to the great complexity of the tungstan-iron-oarbon 
system, to say nothing of the complexity of the tuiigst .n-iron-
carhonMnenganese-silition system, it is diffic»;.lt to pi'edict the 
effect that would be produced upon the stability of i'e»0 when 
tungsten is introduced into cast iron. 
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III, 'm-:m AiioKs Mm TtiB^icrriOAi, o 
In til© laaiiit, tlie writer eGrees with Kikuta, Hayes tn d co­
workers, Schwartz and co-workers^ and ShattoR aad liall on their 
views on graphitlzatloa. At this point, however, a rfjore deteil-
ed Knehaiiisra will be prO'PQsed* 
Grajphltization^at constant temperatu e in the critical range 
raay be assumed to take place by eitheir or both of the following 
tGuatlojas* 
(1) Fe^C ;;=^3 Fe + C 
{2) >K fe^C t- 00i-;;i±3 Fe + 2 vO 
Since it is believed that FegC, in itself is stable, reaction (l) 
apparently will not take place is the oe/aentite unless it is 
ooatEBalBatod with goxae impurity such as silicon. The applica-
tioa of this ©Quation may be shown from the assuxaption that 
austeiiite is a solid solution in rfiieh both carbon aad iron 
carbide are dissolved. From this assumption, it follows that 
there is probably an ecuilibrium in this solid solution between 
iron, carbon, sruS iron carbide, as shown by equation (l) and too, 
since the austenite is saturated with respect to iron carbide, 
there Hiust be an ©qullibrlum betv.een -iihe dissolved iron carbide 
and that which occurs as oemsntitfe, Covisequently, uoon heating 
a saaiple of -white cast iron to gSS^C., soiae sufih oondition, as 
represented by equation (3), ^must exist: 
is) i'eaC (uadissolvedi (dissolved3 Fe + G 
„(dissolved) 
i^ter the specimen begiiiB to uudergo melleabilizal.ion, a new 
phase, teMpor carbon, appears and ov-other -equilibriura is acided, 
to those abox^es 
(4) G (cliseolTodJ •5f==^ C (temper carbon) 
from probability, it is Jcnovm tliat an absolutoly true eouilibrium 
doss not exist., but instead the reacting molecules behavo In such 
a maaner that the ecuation vibratos., so to speak, about sowe inean 
position* Of course the larg'or t?ie number of raoleculcs the inore 
nearly perfect Is the ectiilibrium, Let us consider that the 
equilibria represented by equations (3) and (4) are for Just an 
iastent, disturbed toward the right and that more --'eaO has 
dissolTed t.rian is required to saturate the solution. The dissolved 
iron carbide or an ecuiYaI.:;nt ar^ount of iron carbide ;;iay either 
iraicediatsly pr-JOI:)itate or it may even further disturb the e^ ',;ilib-
riuri, in the same direction, by reacting, to give ferrite and 
di;'':solved carbon. If the foriaer took place, the equilibrium \.ould 
be restored! while if the latter took place iron and carbon would 
be forced to react to give nissolved PesG which, in turn, oould 
precipitate to restore the equilibrium. Moreover, since the solu-
ion is at sotie tirae supersaturated with respr^ct to carbon, it is 
reasonable bo expect this excess carbon, at least in a certain 
fraction of the total chances, to precipitate as temper carbon. 
If the ec',.llibrla are disturbed to this exto.'t, at a particular 
instant, it follows thet they can be reestablished in two ways: 
il) The carbon can rcdissolve, reunite with iT-on to form iron 
carbide tAiioh is in solution and then j^recipitate as iron carbide 
of the cer:,iQntite« (2) More iron carbide can dissolve froin the 
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eaaentite and. dissociate to suoh an extent as is required by tlie 
equilibria,^ In the former case, the acjt result is thn.t no reaction 
has taken place, but in the latter case, it is obvious that teiaper 
carboB lias bean formed at the expense of solid iron carbide. On 
the other hand. It is Just as logical to make a similar assumption 
tiiat the equilibria be disturbed toward the left, v.ith such an 
assi^aptlon, it m&y be seen that solid iron oarbld© may be foraed 
from temper carbon if It is pr-:;sent.. The net r suit of the 
above shifting of eGullibria depends on the relative solubility 
of oarboii ill the) form of carbon and in the foria of ieaO, S'lg;, 
1 shows m i'e-C eq,uiiibriuia diasrafo determined by iiayos in ..-.hlch 
the silioon content w.as held constact at about one 001* cent, 
froia the diagram, it may bt? .lotod th;.;t carbon is considerably 
less soluble frois carbon thati from iron carbide when silicon is 
present. Therefore, whenever the carbon is precipitated, its 
chance of redissolving to restore tlie equilibria is less than 
the chance th^t the restoration will come about by solution of 
iron carbide. Since this is true, it Is isanifest that, if time 
Is allowed, all of the cementite ¥#i 11 decompose producing 
partially raalleabilized cast iron, sand thet teraper carbon will 
not ::}rocliice eementlte at a constant tonperrture operation, 
fhe above proposed aechanism, as provi'-'msly stated,. 
depends on the relative solubility of carbon ann iron carbide. 
i'roifl the review of the literature aad from date which have been 
obtained by the writer using m.anganese alloy east irons, it Is 
probably true that the Mm and Acm lines coincide in pure iron-
I600 
I500 
I400 
I300 
1200 
Ul llOO 
a looo 
Ul 900 
600 
C (A, Me+as+able) 
(A) 5+able) 700 
600 
500 
1.0 2.0 3.0 5.0 4..0 
Per Cent of Carbon 
6.0 8.0 
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cai'b;:)n alloys. In such a ease, it would b© irapoesiblo to have 
graphitizatioa, beeause tlie chance of dis-isolvlng carb :'n would 
b© sqaal to the chance of dissolvinc iron carbide. Apparently, 
ia order to hsfe graphitization, the chance of dissolving car­
bon must be much less because graphltiaatlon, even in the mild 
silicon alloys, does not proceed readily until the solid carbon 
phase is present#. In other words, if the Atm and Acra lines 
coincide, the excess carbon, f/hich imj be present for a particu- . 
lar iastmt, laerely serves to supersaturate the so-lution. This 
supersaturatioa is not relieved by precipitation, but by a 
reversal oi* ecuation (3).. 
It is an accepted fact that silicoa causes a remarkable 
differectce in the Eolubility of carbon and ii'on oarb:'ae» Dia-
37 
grams for the Fe-Si»£i systdm ha'/e been presented by Sato in 
which he bears out the former statement. Since silicon decreases 
the solubility of carbon, while, r-t the saae time, having but 
little effect on the golubHitj of iron carbide, the abo'-e 
raechaaisa with strxme alterations to duly consider the ailieon is 
entirely adequate* The silicon mhsax introduced and perhaps later 
is in the form of feSl, It is coiiceivable that this coiapouud may 
react \fith Fe»G which is In the dissolved form, 
(§) FeSi * FegC - 4 i'e • SiG » 4 Fe + Si + C 
fh© carbon thus forraed aids In supersaturating the solution and 
la BO doinig causes tli© errbon to precipitate faster. The silicon 
probably reacts with more iron to for® the silicide. The speed 
of graphitlzation in 5illcon c&st iron, therefore, depends upon 
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speed th #i.ich this cycle is ooiaploted# The fact I; hat 
3iO ia unstable is supported, by Srios . 
It is not advisable to put so much stress an reaotian 
(l) that reaction (Si will be forgotten. In all probability it 
also plays an iiiportant role, .i.ike reaction (1), it may be 
tIio--;ght of as taiting; plaoe at the surfao<.) of the cerientite or, 
in the ansteaite. If oarbo-n dioxide reacts directly with Fe»G 
of the cajieEtite phase, the mechariisra is rathsr simple; if it 
reacts in the solid aolutioa, several equilibria raust be con­
sidered,^ For Instance the carbon aonoxide forraed will tend to 
form more carbon dioxide aeoordiag. to tha equation, 
{ 6 }  2  CO « COa • G 
then it is recalled that carbon is formed by two different 
methv-'ds - first by reaction (l); second by reaction (2) and (O) 
it is evident that there exist three ©'"uilibrium constants 
for this particular phase: 
lieactlon (1) ® Fa 
""ST ©gC 
fieaction (2) K# « ® F© ® CO 
^COa 
Heaction (6) K, • ^ u 
Since the values of any particular I. raust remain constant and 
sines each acti¥ity appears in two constants, it is seen that 
the three reaetions are interdependent. The formation of car­
bon by reaction (l) tends to oppose reaction (6), i:,nd further. 
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the reversal of reaction (6) tends to oprjose reaction (2), Like­
wise the foimatioa of carbon by reactions (2) an-d (6) tends to 
oppose tbe fonaetion of carbon by reaction (l). As soon as the 
eX'Coss carbon precipitates the solid soliit.lon, either of 
tli8 above reaetions smy take piece unhinder^^d. The carbon d,! oxide 
formed by reaction it) m&y again react with iron carbide and 
thus continue the oycle» This possibility^ is the basis for think­
ing that a little etirbcn dioxide is necessary for obtaining 
optimum graphitlsation* 
The mechanisia, thus far presented, does not explain the 
fact that sest ir.on,s, in which all of the orif-lnal free cem^-.ntite 
has bean convei'ted to iron and t^aper carbon, continues to 
graphltiz© below the aiistenitic region i^'hen eoolocl slowly from 
the maximum annealing tenperature and held slightly below the 
eutectotd» Meither does it explain the fact xhat steels will 
© 7 grephitize at 575 C« as shown by iahevsnard and Portevin , 
ShBn a sample of cast Iron, -which hfjs been corrpletely 
graphitizad through the first stags, is cooled slowly from the 
maximum annealing: temperature, carbon continues to separate 
from the solution as represented by the carbon solubility line 
in yi£s, 1. This separation continues until the stable eutejctoid 
Is reached at which iron e.nd carbon will precipitate simultaneously. 
Between the stable and aietastable eutectoids iron and carbon 
eontiau© to precipitate togtjther, out more iron ia orecipitatod 
than that r€?quirsd at the stable eutectoid, as represented by 
the line -C of the diagram. At 0 most of the solid solution is 
concerted into a mixture of ferrite and cer.ientite kn,>wn as 
pearlite* Borne of the solid eolutioa is converted into another 
•solid solution differing from the first as to the concentration 
of the solutes end as to the form of iron (gaimaa-iron in the 
former I alpha-iron in the latter). Mere again the process of 
malleebilizatioa amy continue in a siifiilr"r laaiiuor to th- t which 
took pl&GO in the critical range, U-haa alpha-iron is pr^vsent 
the process is considerably slower for two reasons, (1) The 
temperature laust be lower for the existence of tlpha-iron. 
(a) The difference in solubility of carbon and iron carbide are 
probably not so pronounced. It is the ¥?rit~r*s coittontion that 
if these solutions in alpha Iron did not exist it xfou,id be im-
possiolo to achieve graphitissatioa in the second stage. 
iiincs the existence of th® solutions in alpha iron seem to 
be so important sorae evidence in favor of their e.iistence will be 
presented. From the fact that delta-iron is known to disi-olve 
carbon and from the- fact thet delta-iron and alpha-iron arc both 
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body Gentered, S, Taaura reasoned that alpha-iron would dissolve 
carbon. He drew a line, in the. iron-cnrbon diaf;ram, from the 
point of maximum solubility of carbon in delta-iron at about 
O 1484 C, to about *034 per cent carbon at room teniperature assum­
ing' that points on this line would represent Lhe solubility of 
carbon in alpha-iron at the various terapereturos, pi'ovided :-lr>ha-
iroii existed at the ter-iperature in questi-.n. He proposes thf:.t 
the solubility of carbon in alpha-iron would be the sane as that 
in delta-iron at a specific temperature, if they were co- .xistont. 
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As has beta iattmated, he liai pxeTiousli- accepted .034 pop cent 
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as t!i€ solubility at room toaperature. Sauveur and r^irrobok 
state "alpba-lroii is capable, afttar slow Gooling, of re-
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talnlag in solution at least «w6 per e-.-snt of carbon". Yensen 
workliig with the magnetic propepties of Fe-G and Fe-ai-C alloys, 
eoneluded tliat cerbori is soluble In alpha-iron up to probably 
,02 pereent* Se quotes M» B, Pilling to the effect that carbon 
is soluble ttp to *005 per c©at# 
f'assa Goaclusiojis certainly seem to be sufficient to justify 
the use of shifting equilibria-aechanis-ifi for an adequate explana--
tioa of graphitization in both the first and second stages. 
Having discussed the effect of silicon in conformity with 
the above theory it may be; Interesting to not . how tha effects 
of asiae of the other alements harnionize with it* In general, it 
raay be said that the effect that an slloyinc-' elenont has upon 
graph!tizfition depends upon the effect that it ha© upon th© 
relative position of the Atm arid Acm lines. Silicon, os has been 
sho¥fn> spreads the linss farther apart thereby assisting 
graph!tizetioil* Hiokel, titajiiuia and alurdnuiti are eiuonf: the 
elements that probably form unstable oar'dd-ss. Tab unstable 
carbides, like SiC, ri'^e an excei^s of carbon in E v >lufcion which 
tends toward precipitation of tamper carbon end en acceleration 
5 
of graphitizatioa. Brlner and tiengl^^t said that the reaction, 
Al^Oa > 4 A1 + 3 U, 
is reversible end that the diseociati a begins below 54o®c. This 
fact leads to the conclusion that aluiainuiEa spreads the Atm and 
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Acm lines fartfeer apart. Carbides of i-old, ocpper, and platinum 
haTe been discussed in. the literature. E-yeii if they So exist, 
they would not be  expec ted  to occur In abundance in cast iron, 
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B, tioisson, reports that earbon is dissolved by coppor at its 
bDilirig point, and rejected as the roetel solidifies. A very small 
eao«.uit of copper csrbide, if it were uastable, would be sufficient 
to explain the :;llg;ht aoooloratinr- affect of copper. On the other 
baad., if the carbide did not exist the effect could be explained 
on the basis that the metal diluted the iron and consequently 
reduced the activity of the iron*- This reduced activity would. 
cause a shift in equation (1) toward the right to restore 
ecuilibriaia* If it is true that this acceleration is brou;-^ht 
about by dilution, the earns atoinir- per cont of each of the elements 
which do not fom carbides v/oald Imv^ the sarae effcct. ^-lements 
which retard graphitization M,8ually form very stable carbides. 
Aaong thOBS elfiiiients may be mentioned jnolybdenim, tungsten, 
manganese, vaaadiuia and chrcinium. These elencnts may not only 
owe their effects to the s'ability of the carbides, but also to 
the forwetion of sulfides, phosphides anc silicides# It is 
thought that these elesients, by reacting ?,'ith the i'npurities in 
ordinary cast iron., shift the Atr; line closer to the Acm line. 
In a ©cmsid-r.rcitioa of the effoct of the various gases, it 
may again be pv>inted out that anything that tsfill affect any of 
the ecullibria already proposed may either accelerate or retard 
graphitization. Carbon dioxide speeds up the process because 
of mass action toward the right ia equation (3), Con-^rersely, 
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carbon , msnoxii© aid,s In sliiftirig the equation toward the left 
rs&iciiig tbe rate of mslleabiligation.. It is reported that 
hydrogen almost, if not entirely, stops f-raphitization. This 
unusual retai^dation may be explainef! in two ways: (1) Hydro gea 
reduces oarbon dioxide to carbon monoxide which opposes the 
process., (S) It is absorbed on the surface of the carbon as 
fast as the carbon is precipitated* It is known that certain 
types of carbon will absorb aiany i^oluraes of hydrogen. In case 
this absorption took place the hydrc^jen concentration would be 
veTj great at the surface end, hence, the solution u-ould not be in 
contect with solid carbon and equilibrium (4) ?*'ould be annihilated. 
At least, exporisiental work shows that hydrofnn is soluble 
to a fairly great extent in Iron. Since it is soluble in iron 
there would be a great abanae that it is absorbed on the temper 
carbm# To .show that hydrogen does have intlmato contact -vlth 
15 the carbon it may be said that, as early as 1867, Graham , in his 
work with meteoric iron, showed that at some tinie a considerable 
6 
amount of hydrogen had been absorbed. Cailletet', and Troost and 
50 liautefeuille . corroborate Graham's work by shoeing that hydrogen 
is retained by cast iron and steal when heat.rd in hydrogen to 8wO°c, 
As before raeationedj graphltization does not proceed readily until 
intimate contact is had between th-3 temper carbon and the solid 
solution. If the above assuription is correct, there could never 
be any ©pprsciable contact between the two phases ?/hen hydrogen 
is Resent.,: and corisequontly the process would indeed be slow. 
ifter heat treating for laany hours., it would be possible to have 
irery small spots fihie'n. mi#it even defy microscopical 
methods of deteotirig. It aay eTeii be posalble for hydrogen to 
reaet with this carbon to foiia laetlisffi© and some other hydro-
earboBs. Metliane and ainiaonia have a similar effect to hydrogen 
.on grapbitisation. Their effects may be explained by the 
dissociation into carboa and hydrogenand nitrogen and hydrogen 
respeetiTely. Hitrogen and oxygen slightly retard graphiciza-
tion profeafely on account of either ollutine the carbon carry­
ing gases already present or being absorbed on the carbon. If 
this absorption takes place it Is to a much lesser degree than 
the t of hydrogen. Oa^ygen aay also tend to prevent the precipita­
tion of carbon by opposing the dec jsitlon of carbon monoxide 
into fisarboB snd carbon dioxide* Trie opposition '.vould come frora 
the oxidation of the monoxide to the dioxide. Air beine made up 
chiefly of and nitx-ogen has a similar effect. 
Packing; laediums ovs-e their effects, with little doubt, to 
the type of gases produced* warboi:iat-.;s, such, as barium carbonate, 
on being heated produce an atiaosphere of carbon dioxide, which, 
of course, speeds up the process. 
The temperature at •which graphitizatlon takes place is 
perheps one of the most vital factors to consider. Increased 
tofflperature causes a faster (iynamic equilibrium ia each of the 
©Quations (3.) and (4), Thus, more excess carbon is produced 
in the solution in a certain length of tirae, and therefore it 
can separata rsore quickly, fhe writer agrees thet the effect 
of increasing, the tapping temperature is due to the expulsion of 
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the cayboa-earrylug gases,- After their oompleto expulsion, 
graphitlzatioa muBt take place aecoriiag to eqiiation (1)» since 
it •,-^ouW he irapossibl© to liaTe reastioa (2), Super-heating the 
aelt and using a cc3a,stant tapping teiapersture causes an aceelera-
5g 
tlon la tile speefl of graph! tlzati on. with the format ion of 
siaaller graphite particles. The 'ligh temperature was sufficient 
to expel greater quantities of the absorbed gases awong which 
were carbon monoxLAB and hydrogtai. On cooling to tho tapping 
temperature the iron could absorb rjaly those geses which were in 
the at oaphere i ediat-aly over the surface of the metBl. As a 
consoQueriC.e, at least soiae of the carbon dioxide which was 
expelled on heating was reabBorbeQ on coollJif but not so with 
aifiler of the other gases. There were more and smaller graphite 
particles because of the deficiency In carbon dioxide which 
aecordiri.g to ecuatio^" 18} and (6| acts as a carbon c:vrrier. 
.aates of cooling naturally affect grephitizetion because of the 
different ©aouat of surface contsct between the ceiaentite and the 
austenite* For instance,, prequenching white oast iron breaks 
it up into finer grains of fragjae^ntal "cenentite** and *'austenites" 
Utiich have a freat deal more surface exposGd to each other, Tnls 
sample of saaller grains giTea a faster dynamic ©Quillbriura 
between the dissolfeti 5'eaC and ec-^aj^ntlte, 
Becapitula"Jir:£:, graphltizatlon is affacted by the follov/ing 
factors In the laanasr tndlcateds 
1» llloylng el^iiiexits either retax'd or accelerate 
depending on the type of carbide or carbides formed' 
4S -
2. Gases, such as hydroe'eii and otliers which will yield 
hydrogen at the g.^'apliiti£^ing teciperature, retard the 
process almost to the point of stopping it, Gases, 
like oxygen miA nitro{!;eii, iia'we a alight returdi.ag 
effect. Carbofi dioxide eauses an acceleration, 
3. fhe rate of graxjhitizetiori increases iwi th rise in 
aim eal i n g t empe rat lire *. 
4. ease of grapbitization lessens with h.i{::uer 
t •> j.ag teraperatwe. 
9. Super-ti8ati).ig the aelt favors eraphitization« 
6» Tha faster the rate of coo Hag of the casting the 
faster will grepiiitigation proceed. 
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IT, IXPEHL.I^ R^IL PHOG LOTS '; iuiij- DATA 
A» Preparation of Alloys 
fhe Hiaterials used in the preparation of the alloys used 
in this investigation ccmsist^d of commercial white cast iron 
test bars, ferro-.iiangensse, f©rro^-tungsten and powdered graphite, 
'Swo sets of the eosrtFte-rclal cast iron test bars were used 
which showed the foil owing- ooiaposi tionJ 
Tahle VIII -
« 
• 
# 
* 
It 
# 
•J u0i{:ht Per Cent 
• 
# 
• 
*•  
{ 'Slsiaent 
; Set lao. 1 * Set Ho» Z j 
iBeported by ttenderson sMaaufaoturer's analysis : 
• 
* 
t Carbon 2.58 S«63 
0 
2.46 ; 
: Silicon # 0.78 0,76  
» 
« 
J Manganese 0,„19 u • 21 0.19 : 
* 
: Sulfur 0.054 0.032 
• 
0,036 
s Phosphorus # 
• 
0,154 0,.155 0,17g : 
• 
• 
fhe ferro-»ri3anf;.'-}'ese contal.aQu about 8Q per cent raangaiiese. 
The ferro-tungsten, as reported by the manufacturers, was 
of Dhe following coiaposition: 
W O 0» D4:/5 
Si u»42^ P O.QlSff 
C 0,59^ an 0.19)5 
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3000 grarss of the coraaserolal wliite cast Iron base were 
malted in a saiall plumbaee crucible hy ::i©aris of a 35 ICW Ajax 
Horthrup electric furiiac©» twenty fi¥s riiinutes the run was 
started, oarboa to tJi© extent of ofte-toatb. per oent- of the total 
I1U..SS, and ealculatcsd anouats of feri'o-raengaiiese and ferro-
tuagsten ware aiaed to tfe© molten laetal, liauediately eft'^r this 
a<idi ulojti^ the Helt waB stirred with aB ilroico rod. About ten 
ifii/iiites later, tbo melt wei? pour -d, In some Cf>S8S, into wet send 
molds aad, in other eases, into dry saad .niOlds, The nvj sand 
molds had been allowed to dry for twenty four hours In a rather dry 
rc>o:a. In each case, tlia bars whicb were poured into the v/et molds 
were used for experimental tieat treatiaentj while those of the dry 
wolds were used for physical t ..sts. The molds containing the cnst 
iroa iwsre permitted to stand for twenty-four hours before being 
brokoa. This period of tiaie^ though probably unnecessary, gave 
ample assuraneo that tiie bars of di.fferent coxaposition had the 
sarae ooollng treataieat. The pouriag temperature, as deterriined 
by 8 Leeds and ilorthrup optical pyrometer, was in each case 
slightly above 1300®G» 
four easts coGSlstiap; of nine bars were made for each 
GQiapositioa. The first o^ast which was made froxa the test bars of 
Set Ho, 1, aad poured into wet molds, consisted of three barsj 
while the other three cast, which were aade from the bars of uet 
Mo, 2 and poured iato dry molds, consisted of t?fa bars oer cast, 
the former castings were broken Into oomenlent lengths of 
approximately 0110 inch. A specinen about 3 inches long was 
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reserved from each of theae castings for chemical eti;;lyais. The 
one-Inch pieces were used in the expertciental heat troati.ient. As 
previously iseatioiied the latter castlxigs were used /.'or t ..sting 
the physical properties. The '"as oast" bars which y/era brolcen 
sho-sei a white fracture and a shrink or seg.ra£.&cion, in liiany 
cases, near the center#: 
B., Oheiaical Aaalysls 
The cheiiiictl analyses were carried out acoordl.ag to the 
staadiirds of the AiaericGii Soeiaty for Tosti-tc; liiatorials. 
Ti en vms detersi.ned hy the acld~die©stion-Giii':;':ioiil!ie .laethod 
is whleh the tungsten was .finally weirhed as "0,. Manfmneae 
was detenaiaed by the s<.}(lium bisrauthats method. Sulfur was 
detsrialncd gravinetrically by precioitatiag it as 3ilicoa 
was deteriilned by the altTO-,sulfuric and dehydration raei-hod. 
Since Ilendersoa, using the saj^a base mv;tal, found tht.t the sulfur 
coiite.nt of scTeo different alloys was very close to constant at 
0,035 per cent and since the writer found th-;,;t four of these 
alloys, made frora tho same base ;a-atal, also contained ,035 per 
cent sulfur,, it was assuraed that the other alloys would also 
contain very close to this smm aisount# Therefore, the sulfur 
deterrainatlons were raade for only four of the twelve alloys. 
Likewise, it was desa^d inadvisable to raaice the phosphorus 
determination beaause other invostigators, using the same base 
metal, found that th© phosphoru.s content rer-iained practically 
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coaatant at 0,13 per cent. The carb -n determination was made 
by direct combustion in a Btv&ma of oxygen, ascarite bein;;.: used 
the absarbeat. The analyses follow; 
Table IX 
Analjses 
J Me] I t  lo. ; .4;) MnCfS) '"silli Bi i )  C (^) 
# # 
# 
# 
• 
m 
23 0.91 
0,^92 
0,9.3 
0.96 
v#34 
U . S4; 
0.035 
0.037 
2.69 
2.69 
m 
s 
J 
• 
26 U.87 
0.38 
0.84 
0.85 
— 
2.64 
•s 
s 
« 
•fl-
» 
* 
27 4,..8t 
4.94 
0.90 
0.88 
0,86 
u,83 — -
S.52 
• -wc/ 
28 U.Q7 
>^•.86 
2.85 
3 •89 
0.6S 
0.87 2. 65 
« 
• 
s 
s 
* 
E9 £,65 
a,a@ 
0 0 
2.66 
0.88 
G.8S 2.59 
SO 4.52 
4.21 
E.87 
g.83 
0.86 
0.8S 2.59 
# 
s 
J 
1 
£ 
• 
# 
f 
31 U.9S 
U.95 
4.59 
4.59 U.79 — - 2.66 
3S. S.61 
2* 68 
4.48 
4. 46 
u,78 
0.79 2.65 
! 
t 
f 
33 
0,^00 
U.96 
0, 94 
U • 84 
U,84 
0.038 
0.037 
E • 61 
2.50 
i 
» 
# 
J 
s 
s 
5 
f 
34 3.29 
3.27 
0.03 
0.84 
U.055 
0.036 
2.80 
2.80 
35 4.99 
S.Ql 
0.84 
0.81 
0.035 
0 . W 0 
E.84 
2. 64 
• 
t  
i  
36 4 .14 
4«21 
4.20 
4.24 W 1* ' • E.61 
? 
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It is iatereiting to note a cocipariaoii of the amxlyaes of 
tuiigst ,:,a and raeiiganes© with the theoretical aTiountij of these 
\ 
©lemeats expected, . pj^reiitly very little., if aiiy» of the 
marigamese or tuagstaa goes into the slag during the 35 rainutes 
of Meltiag» Tile agreeaent between fcha theoretical values and 
th© Y-:lu%B aotuallj fouM is r-^markable vihon it Is romeiabored 
that the *rei. hiags of the alloy additloiis were rather roughly 
.made and too., the proe€>,ss of 'melting causes some -onstitueata 
to migrate to fee slag. The ooiEparisoa of these data follows: 
fable ji. 
t i 
ISarasle I i£li"''"ftli^fitTeilT'tW"'Tgoundj i'C^eore s 1 cat 
« 
• 
25 0.945 •0.96 0.91 
« 
s 
f 
S6 0...88 0.94 2.78 2.78 
# 
f 
*• 
27 0 * 89 0,J2 4.91 4. 52 
m 
* 
• m S.S7 2.83 0.87 0.94 
« 
s 29 2, §4 S.,76 2.63 2.72 
# 
I 
9-
30 2.05 S.71 4.27 4.42 
• 
# 
* 
SI 4.59 4,63 0,93 0.92 
« 
# 
: 
# 
4-
# 
32 4. 4? 4.53 g.65 2.65 
33. ^ 0..9S 1.00 0.00 
« 
s 34 3.28 3.25 — . '..'0 
'* 
t 35 5.Q1 4.99 0.00 
• 
5 30 4. 86 4.42 4.18 4.32 
? 
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Ihe bars whicii were used for the physieal properties were 
not aaalygsd. A caroful atterapt was cade to exactly duplicate 
tht; method of meltiag, pouring, etc.,, as tbat used above in the 
preX^arfltioii of the bars foi* experiiaental heat treatnout. The 
results in Table Z indicate that analyzluc these bars would 
be a raere waste of tise^,. 
A study •sfas nade of the effects of ...anganose and tungst©--, 
In a few of the alloys, upon the critical points. Only five of 
the alloys could be used due to the faot that the reiaaining 
ones were indcj^d too hard foi" drilling, f:,nd consequently there 
WES Jio convejaimt way of getting fcha differential tlis-riaocouple 
Into the sample. As previously mentioned, these data were 
obtained in order to consider the feasibility of proceeding Y/ith 
the graph!tiaation through the second stage and to deteniiiine the 
tejBperature at vAich it should be done, S, Archer has cora-
piled the following data on critical points of white cast iron: 
C* Critical Points 
1 
Table XI 
Silicon (jC) 
i 
Observer 
$iir« p.olat t ACt Pol at t 
S 740-750 
; 
1.14 urst and Petersen 
: 7S0 Q.97 Hague and Turner 
i'lague end Turner 
Charpy and Oornu-Thernard 
J 
t ?34 1,19 
: 
700 315 1.10 
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Th& writer» using a Leeds and Horthrup apparatus dasicned for 
0 
critical point deterrainatioas, obtained 729 G. for the Av^ point 
•0 
and 797- C* for the ACa. point in the white cast iron base which 
contained 2*60 per cent carboa, u,78 per cent silicon a ad 0,20 
per cent laangaaese. These results seem to be in quite close 
agreeri'ient with those obtained by Hagu-e aad Turner, 
From the data <3f Table XII» it will be notod that the 
critical points are lowered with the addition of manf-anese, ?shile 
tungsten has little effect. Manganese, of course, does not hevv; 
such a great effect when Increased frora 0,20 to 1.00 por cent due 
to the faot that the raangariese has perhaps united with siilx''ur, 
phosphorus or siliGon. It la to be 93£i:)©cted that the critical 
points of the semples #iich contain as lautch as 3 per cent srianf:anose 
are much lower than 700 Ck 
fable III 
* 
« 
sMelt Ko, 
9 
I Mn 1^} 
# 
! 1 m 
* 
t Si 
« « 
* • 
* • 
• 
• 
AC^ i 
i 
t Cast 
t 
: ss 
t 
I 26 
0.20 WiPWW* 0.78 729°0. 
* 
797®C. : 
0.945 0.91 0,84 712°G. 792®G. : 
0.88 2.78 0.85 
0 
710 0. 794°C. : 
: 27 0 . 39 4.91 0.84 709°G. 794®G. ; 
i 33 
« 
0..95 0.84 717°G. 759 G. ; 
• 
« 
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D, Hgat Treatment 
The heat trestiaent was made in a Hump annealing furnace at 
9S5®0, The teraperatur© was det ©mined by means of iron-cons tan tan 
t.licrmocoupl«3S and was controlled by a Leeds and Horthrup ^utoaatie 
RecoTder., A Leeds and Horthrup student Potentioeieter was used 
frequently to cheek the accuracy of the autoraatic recorder. In 
order to he laore eertain that the annealing teraoerature was known, 
tile reading's of the iiron-constantan theiraocoupies were checked . 
against a standard platinuia-ittod 1 ura thermocouple. The iron-
cons tan tan thenaocouples were replaced each 48 houx-s due to 
oxidr-tlon of the iron. 
As has heen said, the purpose of this investlg-ation was to 
deterraiaa the effects of manganese and tungsten on the rates of 
graphitization through the first stage. However, an attempt was 
made to carry the gra|)nitizat.ioa of a few of the samples through 
the second stage by cooling th.^ifi slowly (after the first stage 
had h:-;eri coiaplated) from 92T>^G* to 704^0. and, at this point, 
laaiataining constant teraperature. The caa-iercial white east 
iron, which was used as a. reference standard, was cocipletely 
malleahllized after heating 9 honrs at 92S**C», cooling to 704°C. 
in 5 hours and heating 5 hours at the latter teraperature. The 
samples containing mngftttase tind some of those containing both 
aangaasse and tungsten, t/hose criticcl point was higher than 
•0 O 704 C-,, after having been heated a predetenained tii-ae at 9£D C., 
were eiailarly cooled to 704®C» in 5 hours and maintained at this 
teraperature for 40 hours. Kone of these sr^rapies except Ho. 33 
- SI -
showed mj iBarkefl progress toward graphitlzation in the second 
stag©.. Consequently, in -yiew of this fact and others which 
h&re previously been discusaed, further efforts to graphitize 
tliese samples tlirourh the second stage ware aban<lon..;(i. 
The Bafliples^ which were about one inch In l-^ag.h, were 
packed either in iron gas pipes capped on one eud or in sraall 
ylumhago crucibles with gas curhon of about mash. The oas 
carbon ser?ed ia ths production of a r^:';duoirig atriiosphere, which 
would pr«"rsnt uadue oxidation of the saraples. The plu;abago 
crucibles wore soon found to be entirely unsatiafaotory for the 
Icn heat troataients and were used only for thooe saxple® 
recuiring less than 20 hours,« Dae to Iheir porosity oxygen from 
the air had a rather unliiaitecl circulation around the specirartus 
being heat tr-'-ated* Those few alloys which were hoat.-iCi for about 
100 hours ia the plumbago cruelbl©a were converted,, in each cese, 
in to Bierely ai'ollea laasses of oxides,, which in some cases still 
contained a sriiall core of the originel. On the other hand, the 
iron pipea were sufficient to preserve the sample even when 
heated for 200 hours. It was noted, however, ovon after all 
of these precautions tteit considerable decarburization took place 
near the surface.# 
Since only the microscopical method was used to detorinine 
the end of graphitization, it was thought to be necessary to 
make preliiainary study to ascertain the approximate tlrae for 
coapletion of the process for each of the alloys. In order to 
do this, one saaple of each of the alloys \?as packod in each 
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of two 2- X 8 in.* iron gas pipes th gas carbon ana t'len placed 
la the annealing furnaee, wbich ted previously attained t.he 
anaealiag temTJ^rature. lifter the pipes were placed in the 
furaaee its teRiperature asaally fell lo about 775°G,, finally 
regaining the former hsiifeht after the expiration of some 30 
minutes, Ths time at which the furnace was again at 925°C. was 
recorded as that of the begin.iin£ of heat tr ;atwent. One pipe, 
which will b© designated as pipe Mo, 1, was tak :n from the 
furnace at the end of S4 hours end per.mitted to cool in eir to 
room tesaperature. After the pipe with its contents were cooled, 
the saiRples were examined microscopically ss will be explained 
in a latter section of this paper. Those sanplc's which still 
contained massive cementite were repacked in the saiae pipe and 
replaced in the fiirnsce. Pipe Ho» 2 ¥/e,s reiaoved at the end of 
48 hours and it.s coatsnts si..milarly inspected. As in the foriae:-
case, thoee alloys which showed the presence of massive cerae.-itite 
were repacked and returned to the furnace. This process of removing 
the pipes alternately every 34- hours continued until each specimen 
had been rendered coajsletely void of free cementite. 
Mow haYing: found the approxi;:.iate time sauiples were packed 
is individual pipes (g x 8 inchesi or, if convenient, they 
were packed in groups in larger pipes and placed in the furnace. 
After continuing the heat treatment for spproxiiaately the same 
length of time as th?^ t found in the pr^^dlminary study and. cooling 
as before, it was found that none of the samples contained 
jsassive oeiftsntits. Shorter heat treatments were jnade until, in 
each ease, tha samples coatslnefi free eeM«atite» fiuccesslve 
runs were uatll the actual for completirifec tlie process 
was deteralnod* About eigtit saiiiples of each coraposition re­
ceived this treat'a^nt to eitlier deteraiHG or confi^riK the time 
.necQssary fcsr the ooxnplction of the first stage of eraphitization 
table i-III giTes a sii.iaiaary of t.he heat treatnont of the 
Tai'lous alloys. The complete data nro girm for melt No* 30 only 
Table Ull 
£ * 0 : Proe'ress of 
: , Ho, . SffiflpXe Ko. J.iiours at. 925 0* I .Crapbltiz.ation , 
: 25 3 6 i--uch cementite 
J 25 1 11 Al;.;ost Complete 
S5 2 12 UO::ij^lGte 
S 25 4 15 Conplet© 
J 26 11 11 Inooraplete 
: 26 15 16 1/H Alriios t c orap 1 e t e 
i 26' 14 18 G-.-mpIete 
5 2'6 13 S3 Goiaplete 
I 27 31 11 Incoffiplate 
J B7 24 20 1/2 Alnoat ct>2nplete 
S 27 2G S3 Almost coTiiplete 
S 27 S5 25 Complete 
S S8 31 90 Alinost co'!)plete 
28 S6 93 1/2 Complete 
I 28 32 121 1/2 Ooraplete 
S9 45 6G Aliftost conplet© 
I 29 47 65 Coraplete 
i 29 46 70 Complete 
t 30 51 46 Incomplete 
5 30 52 48 Inc omplete 
: 30 55 50 lacoiiiplete 
% SO 56 51 Aliaost complete 
: 30 S4 54 Goaplote 
i 30 57 S5 Jowplete 
; 30 53 60 Ooriplete 
1 30 58 76 Co:,f;plete 
J 31 65 se­ Incoiuplete 
: 31 67 es Al;-iost eoinplete 
31 66 ?u Gotnplete 
; 31 64 71 Coiaplste 
s 32 73 60 liieoinplote 
J 32 75 65 JoTiipIete 
: 32 74 70 Goiflple-te 
'* 33 81 3 IneoJiiplote 
s S3 84 5 iilMost Complete 
: 33 86 S 1/4 Alraost cori'plete 
s 33 87 a woraplete 
J 33 68 8 Goifiplete 
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Tableful (confd) 
sMelt Ko,. SaiHPl© No# Hours at 9S5 
; .4 92 90 
34 96 90 
i 34 95 9S 
34 94 luo 
s 35 103 71 
: 35 106 75 
i 35 104 80 
S 35 102 90 
t m 114 42 
36 113 44 
S 36 115 44 
t 36 116 46 
: 36 111 48 
t 36 
• 
117 48 
5 
s cast b 3 
J cast c 5 1/2 
; oast b 8 
J east a 11 
t 
Jr-rogress of 
Graphltlzatlon 
Inooraplete 
Incomplete 
Complete 
G,:;mplete 
In coraplete 
Iriconiplete 
Complete 
Coraplete 
Incomplete 
Cw-i^iplete 
Complete 
Almo St c oaple te 
'jQnplete 
Coraplete 
incaniplote 
Almost complete 
Complete 
OoxuDlete 
It is interestinp to aote the anoxaolous results which were 
obtaiaed in the preliminary study. In Table XIY these values are 
contrasted with those finally deteriained. The final value is taken 
as a rough avorajs.e of those valuas whieb are near the end-point. 
It shouM be pointesd ait agoin that in the preliminary treatment 
the samples were only checked each 34 hours. Consequently, the 
preliminary value for those samples which required l3ss than 24 
hours are oiaitted* 
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Table .iIT 
Sgiyaary 
I ^ ^ Time in Hours in Ho'iirs 
? Belt Mo.» W(^) Mnl^} PrQlirainaiy Final 
•' 
• 
» 25 0,91 0,94 
» 
12 : 
t 26 S,78 0,87 ... 17 : 
• 
• 27 4,. 91 0*89 24 : 
s. 28 Cf.,86 2,87 19 a 93 : 
# 
# m 2, 61 144 65 : 
• 
• S.0 4, 26 2,85 ISO 53 : 
« 
0 •31 0,9g 4.59 144 68 : 
« 
•- 52 2»64 4.47 144 6S ; 
m 
# 53 0,,,95 8 : 
<r # M 3.28 19 S 93 J 
0 
# 35 5,00 168 78 : 
# 
0 36 4,17 4.86 72 46 : 
* 
« 
• 
• 
east O.BO 8 : 
•' 
0 
Safjioles from laelts 23, 26, 27, 33 and cast were not returned to 
the furriaoe for further heat treatment in the prelimlnar:; study, 
aucl therefore, offer no means for coraparison or contrast. 
12# Photoriicro graphs 
To determine the end-point of graphitlzation the samples 
were polished on a rough ©raery wheel to a depth of about l/S 
inch la order to Insiire the ©llralaation of surface hetero­
geneity.,. After continuing the polishing with less severe abrad­
ing ageiita until the sample was viell free of scratches, the 
speelfflen %?as etched with sodiuia pierates which shof/ed the 
presence or absence of aaselT® eeinentitG. This etch was re-
more& on the polishing -wheels and then a nitric acid-ethyl 
Etloohol (5 per cent nitric acid by voluiae) etch was adiainister^o 
in order to determine the natu.f-e of the raatrix which was in most 
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cas0s iTiartensltic* Ixtreme difficulty was experienced in success­
fully obtalnlag aM retalaing the latter etch vtith a clear, well 
iefineci atmotiire* Maay cf thej samples were over-etched in one 
second, 'Biis rapid otchlnc is probably due to the presence of 
the tasngariese* Tlie fact that these samples corroded very rapidly 
required undue Kolioltude in attempting to obtain good photomicro­
graphs. 
PhotoKierogrHphs of seme of the alloys are presented that 
mj corroborate the data already given &nd show the structure of 
thes alloys as ofcist, duririg the progress, aud corapletion of 
gra;ihitizatlon. The photoiiiierographs of whit© cast iron are • 
presented as a basis of eoiaparison. In each case the photomicro­
graph was taken frora a portion of the so.raple which showed the 
saxiMsa amount of oeinentite, exccjpt, of course, in the unetched 
saaples in. whitjh none was discenlble# 
The alloys es cest, miliice ordinary f/hita cast iron, did 
not cost©in pearlit©* All of those which were poured in dry 
sand molds consisted of cementite and aartensite (Fig# 16;, How-
0TQr, the more rapid cooling prociueed by the green raolds was 
sufficient to partially retain auatenite in melts 30, 32 and 36, 
In fact, alloys 3S and 36 contained so much austenite that they 
hardly exerted any force on a siagnet, .^lloy 30 had considerably 
less austenitei it was chiefly laartensite, These structures are 
.shown la Fig* 14, 17 and 18. ITiere v.as a great tendency for 
dendritic .segregation la all of the alloys* This phenomenon is 
exemplified by Fig, 15. The photoiaicrograph was taken from a 
-• d8 -» 
portioa of alloy 31 whieh showed the raaximum degree of segrega­
tion, Portions eouli be found in all of the remaining alloys 
which alsr; showed the presence of dendrites. The photoraicro-
graphs of the as cast sa*i^les of the remaining alloys, which 
are showi, were taken from regions in •which dendrites were not 
outstanding. 
fi£-» 4 illustrates the presence of the characteristic 
"bull*s eye" structure. T iis structure consists of bemper car­
bon spots around which free ferrite has deposited. .According to 
Hayes' theory of graphltization., this ring of ferrite is deposited 
when the sampl© containing tho solid solution at the stable 
eutectold point is cooled rapidly enough to prevent the 
simultea ecus precipitation of the ontirs solid solution us 
ferrite and temper carbon. Ferrite is deposited as the specimen 
is cooled from the ©table to the ractastable Qutoctoid point. 
This is represented in Fig. 1 by the line No "bull's eye" 
structure was evident in any of the alloys. This fact tends to 
proT#: that the line SC, because of the addition of manganese or 
tungsten or both has become Indeed short and insufficient ferrit© 
is deposited to be detected, or that S coincides with C. At any 
rats,. th§ sum of the effects of the additional elaaents is to 
cause the CG^'bon-from-earboa-solubility line to lie soro clocely 
to the carbon-from-iron carbide solubility line. 
/ill of the annealed alloys contained a aartensitic 
Fig* 19 is selected to shew the typical structure. Of 
course graphltization, as has beenobserved by many invnstigBtors, 
proceeds from the center out to the surface of the saraplo. Fig. 20 
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shows a portion of alloy 32 near the surface and also illustrates 
the sodium pierate etch. The center of the sample was corapletely ^ 
graph!tized through the first stage, and consequently no cetaentite 
was detected, but, as clearly shown by the photomicroeraph, the 
rei'ion near the surface eoritciiiiod much ceinentite and is far from 
cofiipletion. 
Fig. 5, 9, 21, 22 and S3 serve to indicate the size of 
oarhon spots that vJtvs obtained in the various alloys, liither one 
or both of two factors Hiay be responsible for the fact that the 
spots in some samples are c nisiderably larger than those in 
aixother, first, the prolonged heattngr r.iay serve to reduce the 
siz-e by loss of carbon in the foria of 00 or UO3. Second, the 
alloj^ addition E»y starve to refine the structure which would 
favor more nuclei of deposition, end siailer carbon spots. The 
rbon spots in ?lgs« 5, 9, and 23 are quite large ajid are about 
the sa.le size in each saniple, ?jhile those of ,1'ig. 21 ar.d 23, 
though about the same size in the two ssiaples, are -Tiuch sraaller 
than those in the forraer ffisntioned alloys. In c,eneral, it may be 
said that the long^a? the required heat treatment the siaallcr and 
siore nutflerous are the carbon spots* 
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, j.vu 44. i'lg# 3 luO ii 
White wast 3 hours at y25®C. 
OcxSt t) © W t* jS t 
if lg.  4 IwO X 
8 hours at 9S5°C, 
White Cast 
• W / 
*% 
ak - . W • 
«.« 
•/ 
Ir 
t J #- J 
Fig. 5 100 X 
6 h-'Urs at QSS*' C. 
linetehed 
A^riite Gast 
' .  •*
{ . 
/ ,.'V ^ • 
* 
•, • J • • 
A > 
, A ^ . 
... V-
U *r-
• • '  >  
f • ' ^ ' 
- ^ ^ ^ • 
•, V, , ^ , 
* .K^ •• 
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£• 7 500 , 
Melt No. 25 
6 hours at. 925°C 
»• O Jw ' 
Melt Ho, 25o 
6 hours at 925 G 
Fip, 8 250 Z Fir, 9 ^ 
Melt Mo» 2& Melt Ho. E5^ 
11 hours at 925®C, 12 hours at 9li5 C. 
tinetehed 
•" 62 "• 
fig. 10 100 ^ 
iAelt Mo« 25 
18 hours at 925°G* 
Fig, 11 750 A 
ifielt «o» 27 
Qast 
'if,. 12 luO X 
Melt Mo. 28 
M.B Cast 
Fig. 13 100 
kelt Mo. 29 
iiS Oast 
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U luO 2 i'ig. 15 100 X 
Melt Ho. 30 Melt Mo. 31 
As Cast iis Cast 
i'ip, 10 gSO'X 
Melt Mo. 31 
As Cast 
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18 100 X 
Melt Ko« 36 
As Cast 
Fie. 19 1*^0 X 
Melt iio, 28 
93»5 :iours at 925®G* 
if 115;» ^20 500 X 
lislt So. 32 
flu hours at 925®C., 
Sodium pierate etch 
Fig. 21 s>i 100 X 
elt x4o. 32 
71 hours at y25'^c. 
Dnetehed 
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. V -  i 
•V". 
< ' .• •r* «• •/' */1' #  # <  * m .• -» 
.5.'; f. * y ! V* •' 
• >".%• i ^ •• , _ _ . _ 
: • *:i. ^ 
. • • •4i-1, .•' " * 
•' 
.' 'i- -" .•. •»'• • » * . 
J*»'S • • . ^  0' • < 
m W 9 0 ^ 
' •  «  
?ie. 100 1 
Melt Ho.. .ZQ 
93.5 hours at 9S5®0, 
lirietoh 04 
I 
Fig. 25 100 X 
:u0lt i4o. 33 
8 hours at 925®6. 
Ft Physical Px*opertles 
Tliese tests were perfomried. with 14 x 5/8 inch bars. As 
previously mentioned, six bars of each composition Ts^re cast 
for physical property tests two being cast from each melt, A 
suimaary of these date appears in Table XT. In this table the 
arable part of th® melt iiomber signifies the composition while 
the letter which inmediatfalv follows imiicates a particular raelt. 
To raske this clear let us take some rnelt number as S7 X, The 
"27" indicates that this alloy has approximately the same 
coraposition as melt Ho* 27 which was used in the experimental 
heat treatment. The "2." aigiiifies a different but Duplicate 
oast. In some eases there ?^ill be found the letter H or h , follow-
ing this first letter, H means that the bar was heat treated 
0 
at 9S5 0. for 11/2 timos as long as the experimental values 
found for the bars which were cast in green sand molds. The bars 
were heated this extra time to be certain that they were completely 
•graphitized through the first stage, raeans that the bar, aftjr 
the above beat treatia.-nt, was reheated to ?75°C., held at this 
tesiperature for thirty minutes, and then quenched in water which 
* 
was 24*^0. 
The bars war ^ cleaned of all sand and grit by polistiing 
wibh a wire-brush wheel and then by ramoving, parhaps, 1/32 inch 
of the outer skin with -a routCh emery wheel. After the bars had 
been cleaned, thsy were packed with gas carbon in 3 x 14 inch 
iron pipes. Four bars of th© same cofaposition were usually 
packed 4a the same pipe. 
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A iiand operated machine; was used for making the tensile 
strength testsj the same machiae was used for measuring the 
Brinell hardness* Some of the bars, after quenching, were so 
brittle that it was fouad impossible to obtain their Brinell 
hartoess on aeeount of the ease with -which the saiaples were 
fractured. Mo app«;ciable •duetility was evident} therefore 
no data are Included on elongation,. The elastic limit was the 
same as the tensile strength* 
Sorae of the bare were found to contain hlow holes. No 
tests were raade with these bars nor were other h.-iTS poured to 
take their place. It is heliaved that the quonchod bars cont&in-
ed maay very small cracks which acoounts for the discrepancy in 
some of the data... 
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Table XT 
» 
-* Brlnell Mean lilaweter ^ensil •; otrattf^th: 
«• Sample lo. ilardness inches Ibs./lQ* : 
• 
0 C « Y 418 u • 336 30, 
« 
• 
400 • 
* 
* 
C ~ 2 375 0.. 546 35, 500 : 
0 
* c-aa B17 0,640 S2, S50 : 
•0 
• 
czm 217 0,6S5 4S, uOO : 
• 
« 
* 
# no test 
• 
« 
• 
« 
f 
a la no test • • 
• # 
• 2oili 305 68 uOO : 
I 
• 
25i<ii •im U « 62U 54 000 : 
«• # 
» 
O p\ /1 345 0.620 11 
* 
ooo : 
# 
# 
,jO « *v. S5l 0,645 13 7uO J 
• 
djf ^ iiEit 345 0,e>42 70 000 : 
• 
« 
^ u\ii 340 0..6SO 66 500 J 
« 
#• 
•9 
• aei^ 418 0, 648 17 
• 
900 : 
• 
« 
# 
B&Zii 418 0.635 17 ?300 : 
« # 
«> 2Tl 444i U.500 33 
# 
7w0 ; 
« 
* 
# 
zn 435 0.525 rs o Ou 4'-.'0 I 
* 
# r zim 37S 0.633 64 
• 
200 
# 0 
# 
872E S63 0.580 56 700 : 
• 
# 
* 
* 2?AH 321 «M>M 
# 
«» 
* 
37la 330 0 » 530 42 000 ; 
• 
• sell 330 0.643 42 900 J 
• 
* asm 336 0.642 46 000 t 
# 
» 28X^ 0.630 4S 700 i 
» ssm 0. 645 50 100 : 
0 * 
* sar 6U0 0.5S8 26 
• 
600 : 
•n 
 
# 
292 '600 0. 545 28 000 : 
» 
• 
• 29IH 345 0.619 47 600 : 
* 41 292H 340 0.609 41 
7u0 : 
• 
* S91ii 508 0.648 31 800 I 
# 
# 
f 
• . 
29TQ, 512 0. 6 SO 26 5o0 : 
• 
• 
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Table £V (ocmt'dj 
* 
* Seapi© Ho. 
Bririell 
Hardness 
Mean Diaraeter 
lashes 
I'e.iiSile Strength 
lbs,/in^ 
# 
# 
• 
* SOA 51S 0,618 38,lwO 
30A 506 0«605 36,1.00 
* 
3 iwii 33S U,640 44,500 
• 
# 
3tYH 332 0»650 4l,5u0 
# 
# 30i'4 375 0,.642 2 ^,400 
# 
# Suxq 351 U, 6o6 S3,400 
• 
# 
» 31A 560 0# S"-'0 28,300 
s 
# 
31A 555 0.G50 28,100 
• 
# 311H 351 0.615 39,500 
$ 
# 
31ffi 370 0 » 0wO 29, LiU 0 
• 
# 
31-i-H 418 0,625 23,5;.0 
* 
•-
# 540 0, 6S0 22,900 
0-
m 
* 
Ktrei 0.645 22,700 
# 
# ^ Yi 460 0.632 27,400 
# 
# 
tSiT'jU.i 452 0, 045 30,600 
# 
t 
* 
32XQ, 0.616 16,700 
# 
• 
• 
« 
0 
331 
33Z 
418 
402 
0.550 35,000 
« 
» 33'm 277 0» 656 57,u00 
• 
# 
• 
33iii 272 0.665 56,000 
« 
«• 
XT 
342 470 0,568 30,200 
* 
* 34IH 380 0.650 35,000 
# 
» 
341M 387 0.645 31,300 
« 
# 34-^^0, 0. 652 12,750 
« 
« 
• 351 520 0 .  ^ vi 7 25,7w0 
# 
« 
* 
355i 505 u. 506 24,000 
.# 
» 35XH 300 0.655 35,700 
•> 
# 
# 
352Ci 0, 640 13,000 
• 
* Sum 47-- 0 » Ov 0 34,u00 
# 36M 460 0,665 •O' ^ ,300 
« 
# 
• 3 600 0. 640 10,800 
t 3G^ . 578 0 , o40 Iv,800 
From the above table, it may be noted that addition of 
mangaaese to whit© cast iron causes an increase in hardness but 
a deorease in the tonsile straagth. This is not only true 
with cast irons coritjiinine raangenese as the only alloying 
eleiaQnt, but also trae for alloys eontaining laanganese with a 
•coastent aiaount 'if tungsten,. Addition of tungsten c^iuses a 
slight increase In hardness and also a slight increase in 
tensile strength. Tungsten has a more pron need effect in 
the heat treated elloySi, The tansile strength is increased 
from 96,500 to 6800(3 lbs./iri»^ by mi addition of 2,78 per cent 
tungstan when the manganese content is held constant at ab^ut 
one per cent,, On the other hand, when the manganese content is 
raised to about 2t'75 'per caat^ tungsten additions have but slight, 
if any, effect on either hardries.s or tensile streugth. In th 
Quenched saaples containing ab^ut one per cent raangsnese, the 
tensile strength rises Tery rapidly with an increase of tungsten. 
Howe?er, It has just the opposite effect when the manganese 
content is as hi£fi as 2,7S per cent# 
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¥. DISCUSSION OF REaiLTS 
Both iiffinganese and tungsten have been found to favor the 
foriaation of cstrbides in white cast iron. Because of the proseace 
of these carbides more tiiae Is required to graph!tize saraples 
containing either tungstenj raanganese or both than for ordinaiy 
ooiamercial white cast iroa« 
In plotting the ti^;ia for completion of the first stage of 
graphitiECitlon against the combined percentages of rafinganese and 
tungsten curres as shown in Fit.. 34 are obtained. The point for 
zero per cent of the alloyiag constituents is taken frcra the 
work of Boelsoher, Evidaatly this point msQT be such higher 
iadeed as this investigator obtained no graptiitization, on heat­
ing a sai:aple eontaining very nearly zero per cent manganese end 
zero par cent tungsten for 71 hours. Even thou{;:;h a p:.;int on the 
ordinate has not liefinitely been determined, the 71 hour-point is 
accepted because, as far as this discussion is concerned, it 
does not laatter whether this point be at 100 hours or at an 
infinite nuaber of hours, Tii© point which is enclosed in a green 
circle is tnkfsn from Kikuta's woric| the points in the red circles 
ere for saaples containing zero per cent tungsten. The entire 
curve from A to G represents the effect of nianf-onese in cast 
Iron* In fact, the whole curve may be considered for xaanganese 
elloy Cast iron containing no tungsten. Allocs containing about 
dii© per cent mangf.nese with ;; variable oriount of tunfsten Turnish 
points which fall on those containing above about 2.5 per cent 
manganese »ith a variable taaount of tungsten t,lve points which 
fall on 0D» 
Pi&. 24- COMBINED PER CENT OF ALLOYING CONSTITUE I^TS 
5 8 
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Tlie Qoiat at zero per cent of the alloying eleraent is 
Tery lilgh beeau e of the pressnee of sulfur in the form of FeS, 
Hefereace lifis already been mde to the low laeltiue point of this 
compound.. Sine© it does laelt at a lower temperature than the 
other co.'istitiients of cast iron, it will be the last substance 
to solidifyl therefor© it appears in the grain boundaries. In 
the grsia bojaadaries it serves as a filia to prevent contact 
between the austeiilte and the cementile# As a result, the 
equilibrium, 
(ementite) s5==2iF0,G (uissolvGd), 
is Impaired to aich an extent that graph!tization eau take place 
oaly with great difficulty,, if at all# 
On increasing the raanganese coritont from zero to O.S per 
Qent the curve drops very rapidly from A to H, This part of the 
curve is due to the destruction of feS from which linS is forraed. 
The .mangenese in forming the small sulfide globules, to which 
reference has been made, succeeds in destroying the filia effect 
produced by ?eS and perraits graphitizatioa to proceed. From 
C«S to 1,0 per cent iianganes-e has but little effect on graphitisa-
tion. Am a matter of fact, the sample containing O.E per cent 
required exactly the same aiiount of time as the one containing 
l.,0 per eont. It is probable that this part of the curve is 
due to the formati-n of some such compound as There is 
no apparent rsa-soa why, if such a conpound is foraed, it should 
not behave siiailarly to FeaF, llie forraati of i-.un,a^' is assumed 
beeauae it is definitely known that iae.ngaji©se •^vill displace 
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Iron in FeS which ?/ouM b® indicative of the greater positlvity 
of Riangan@s0. Froia 8 to C the curve raakes a very steep rise 
waieh, of coarse, mean® that the effect of silicon is being 
Goiapeftsatoi hj the additional mangancise. This retardation 
CouM be acooraplished by isolation of the silicon in the form 
of MaSi or by the formation of a more stable carbid v v^hioh would 
tend to reduee the amouat of the unstable- silico oarbide present* 
The curve slopes gradually from C though D, There are two ways 
of explaining this decrease la the time requireds {l] The 
iiiereasijig; manganese content serves to widen the austenite area 
of the Fe-C eqailibrlura diagram leaving lesy of the total 
carbides to decompose#. CS} After the manganese has reacted 
with all of the imparities the system may be thoi-jiit of as 
beha-.'ing more like the pure Fe-ian-'O systems. If this is the 
CRsej CD represents a portion of the true MngO line, and it 
appears that In the..:e ptire alloys ihat mangonase actually 
acoelerateg gra^hitization^ 
In sappOY't of the contention that manganese reacts with 
11 
impurities other than sulfur, W»P* B^ishel finds that on treating 
a steel sample containing 0.6 per cent oerbon end 0,7 per cent 
Biangsnese with 3 per cent perchloric acid and aaaly^sing the 
residue for Manganese only 1.25 per cent rernain, (Note: 0,7 
per e;ant laanganese is on the bf,sis of the whole sample; 1.35 per 
cent is on the basis of the residue). Since the residue is a 
ooDiparetively siimll part of the whole, there is r«^latiVGly little 
manganese In the residue. The above fact does not necessarily 
mean that the manganese is in the form of soma compound such as 
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those proposed., but may mean that a certain amount of l-in.C in 
a state of suMl¥ision was soluble in t'^e acid. It does, however, 
point to the existence of ra.ngsiiese in the form of compounds 
other tban tlie carbide and sulfide.. A corapsxison of the tensile 
strength and hardness tests of the samples cont?-ininfj 1.0 per 
cent ifiangenese with those containing 0,2 per cent indicates 
that the eleraent Is not entirely in the form of MnsG. 
In view of the assumption that these compounds form and 
that CD represents a portion of the line, it follows that 
the loop ABU is caused by the presence of the lm:mrities, sulfur, 
phosphorus, and silicon. It lias oceurmd to the writer that, if 
tile Qiiouat of these impurities were decreased, this loop should 
he less pronounced, the yrdnijauiii oeourring c .••>nsid..^rabl:,.' above and 
to til© left of B, The mximua would occur at soiue point be twos n 
C and Q on PG extended. It will be noted that DO has been 
extfjiided to approach the ord.lnate asy.ratotic--.lly, 
When tungsten is added to iimngsnese olloy east iron 
eoriteining between 0.2 and 2.5 per cent mnganose, i;hc effect 
will be such that it will produce a straight line such us -SF. 
i'-S extanded would .strike tho curve at sorae point near J, and this 
point would represent the effect of a rriangaaese alloy with zero 
per cent tungsten. An extension in the other direction x^ould 
permit IsF to coiaa la contact with Oi) extended, ifter contact 
the two lines -would probably coincide* Again it nust be iiiade 
clear that Bf is obtained by using alloys containing one per 
ce,nt mxk&me&e with the percentage of tungsten varying from 
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zero upward to about 4..5 per cent. The line UD shows that, 
i^egardleas of the individual percejitages of tungsten and mai\f:an~ 
ese^, the Gorabined percentages of these elements is the factor 
which de^termines the tliae for graphltization. In other v?ords, 
a srTuplo contaliiing 3 per otsnt laririgaiiese and 4 per cent tungsten 
will require the same length of ttcie as a semple which either 
contains 5 per cant mang,f.riese and 2 per cent tunpsten or 7 per 
cent of the forrrier and zero per cent of the latter. i>,pparently 
when the mngauese content is hiph enoufch to be at or to the 
right of C, anj additional tungsten acta like more raan^renese. 
If alloys were used containing 1.5 p..?r cent manf.anese with very-
Ing araoimts of tungstsn, it is belieired that a line above and 
parellol to EF would he ohtaineti. It is further predicted that 
an extension of this line, as well as thet of would coincide 
with CD after coiaing In contact with it. hny other series of 
alloys contaialng a constant amount of xBanganese would give a 
sirallar line th^ location of wlilch would depend on the percentage 
of inaagaaese. 
It may be noted that on increasing- t'le bungs tan content 
from 0,91 to 4,91 per cent 'In the one p,.;r cent rar.ngaursse alloys 
the tiiae for graphitlzation doubles, '.tils is probably a greater 
eff ct than the? sarae ©Kount of tungsten would have in an allQ-y 
containing approximately 0,2 per cent manganese. This assump­
tion is made because of the bolicf that tungsten, on account of 
Mass action, reacts with sorae of the corapounds containing- manganese 
and, thereby, allows raore raEngtn^-jEB to exist in the f«CT of the 
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carbide. There is but little doubt that tungsten v/ill react 
?iith the impurities ordinarily found in cast iron. In fact, 
38 
xvioissaii describes a corapouad thf^t is fonaed whan silicon and 
tungsten a re  heated toceth.or in an electric furnace. He states 
that the compound is crystalline with a metallic a -pearsnee and 
that it is hard eiioufh to scratch rubj. This c:->m:-)ound may 
account for some of th-:; hardness caused by on ad dition, .>f 
tangstea to cast iron. If tungsten reacts with silicon, it le 
logical to expect it to react also with sulfur and phosphorus 
since they are each, more negative than silicon, .i cosibir.ation 
of tungsten with theso eloraents would neoessarily -aoan that 
mors Eiangan t i s e  aou ld  exist in the form of the carbide which vvou ld  
tend to delay the crapni ;:i2ation aore than would tunf^sten cast 
irons i?ith lower raanganese content, 
Work is soon to be  in pro( ; ; r . i sB  in thia labora'-.sry to 
deteraine whether those various serijis of alloys vjill behave in 
coiiforiaity with the theory that has b en proposed. 
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1. The q^uentitatlTe effect of manganese upon the rate of 
graphltisation o/" white cast iron at concitant temperature 
has been deterKinad. iiie manganese oontont varied from 
0.2 t:5 5 per ceat, 
S, TiiQ quantitative ©ffaot of a combinaLi .in of tungsten 
aM manganese in alloy oast iron, in which ihe tungsten 
varied from 0,87 to 4*91 per cent and the fn,ant:a::..:se varied 
from 0,88 to 4#59 par cent hes also been determined. 
3, lian^anese, when adaeA to co!a;:ieroial white cast iron, has 
little effect until its Gont«at exceeds one per cent. From 
one to about three per cc-nt it retards graphitization very 
strongly. As the amount is increased above 3 per cent, the 
tirae for complete grcohitizetion is gradually reduced. 
4. Tungsten in combination with one per ctirit aanganese 
retards graph!tlzation slightly, when in corr.bination with as 
rauch es S.5 p^-^-r cont nirsnganes©, it serves to accelerate the 
procsss. 
5. When the manganese conient is 2*5 per cent, Lhe same 
effect raay be producesd by addition of either more manganese 
or the same per cent of tungsten, which shows that tungsten 
aet,s like manganese in these alloys. 
6, ite oast iron may be graph!tized much more quickly by 
ootitinuous heating than it Cf.n oy interrupted heating.'. 
c>pecljaeas which reouired ordinarily 93 riours of cnntinuous 
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heating at 925 C, required hours of heating in periods 
of 24 hours at the sarri© t':;aperatui*e, Ai the end of each 34 
hour period the stimples were allowed to cool rather slowly 
tor o om t empe r a t ur e * 
In att-Biptiag to prepare samples for critical point 
deterrainatioas. It was fotind th&t any of the alloys wViich 
ooritaiaed as ciueh as a.5 per cent imnijxuesG wero too hard to 
drill evea after being eoCipletely graphit.isf.ed throufh the 
first stage. 
Manganese lowors ths critical pointsj while tungsten has 
little effect* 
The cast iron bars which coritsinBd as much ts S,5 per cent 
taaaganese were exeeptianally brittle. In fact, they were 
so brittle that raueh (3iffioulty wcs had in obtaining the 
Briaell hardness due to the ease with which they fractured. 
Both tungsten tnd manganese increased the hardness in 
whits cast Iron* Manganese causes a decrease in tenstile 
strength both in the saraples containing wansaaese as the 
only alloying element and also in those co--;taiui:if tungsten. 
Tungsten causes a slight incraase i'l tensile stron>-th, 
la the hefit treated sHo ; ' S  tungsten increases the 
tensile strength to a much laoro marked degroe than in the 
alloys £S cast. 
A general review of th® literature •concerninc the factors 
which affect graphitization has been mad© in order to discuss 
theory is conformity with the facts obtained by otiier 
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investigators,, iiouie interpretations of the rasulta of 
other investigators have toeea given.-
13* irhotomierographa of soiae of thp t.;pical sainples have 
been luoluded to sho« Vne various types of structures 
w.nlch were obtainea by the different traatments» 
14, k curve obtained by plotting the time for complete 
graph i t i za t i on a ga .1 n b t p e r c cai t a ^  is riiti n. genese iuGicates that 
iTe.C In pure F@»Q alloys Is stable. 
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